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Structural reinforcement layout optimization can be a very useful tool in the
preliminary stages of design. In this research, sizing optimization techniques are used to
generate results very similar to traditional layout optimization techniques with advantages
in composite modeling and available strength and stability responses. Both linear and
nonlinear sizing-to-design variable relationships are applied to a composite advanced sail
design problem with high and low-complexity finite element models.

An alternate

methodology based on fractional-factorial-design and response surface modeling is also
presented with promising results for finding the globally optimum reinforcement layout
design. The stiffener layouts obtained from the different approaches are used to define an
improved stiffener layout for sizing optimization for minimum weight. A weight savings
of more than 19% is obtained over a baseline model using these methodologies.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
In the past 50 years, the field of structural optimization has experienced a
tremendous increase in applicability and efficiency1. As the processing speed and storage
capabilities of modern computers have increased, the ability to simulate the true physics
of complicated structural engineering problems has increased substantially. At the same
time, the increase in available analysis speed and accuracy translates into an ability to
implement more complicated approximations into the optimization algorithms, describing
a more robust design space.
There are two basic approaches to structural optimization. A typical structural
optimization problem deals with determining the optimal 1) size or 2) layout (also
referred to as topology) of structural members. In sizing optimization, the cross-sectional
geometry of a fixed configuration of structural members is manipulated to optimize the
objective function and satisfy constraints.

Similarly, traditional layout optimization

techniques2 utilize the actual configuration of possible structural members while the
cross-sectional geometries are held constant. The use of layout optimization is beneficial
in the conceptual stages of design, and sizing optimization is generally used after the
configuration has been determined.
1

2
3

Commercial optimization codes, such as VR&D/GENESIS , offer more robust
structural response capabilities in sizing optimization than layout optimization.
Responses such as local buckling, stress, strain, and composite failure indices are only
available when implementing sizing optimization while more traditional responses such
as displacement, natural frequency, strain energy, and mass are available in both layout
and sizing methodologies.

With this in mind, the goal of this study is to explore

alternative layout optimization methodologies, ultimately defining a stiff structural
configuration to be used for subsequent sizing optimization.

Scope of Present Study
The reinforcement layout optimization methodologies and procedures developed
in this study are applied to a new composite advanced sail (CAS) under development for
the next-generation of submarines4. As seen in Figure 1.1, the CAS has a canopy-shaped
design that replaces the traditional airfoil-shaped conning tower. The new geometry
provides improvements in drag characteristics and payload capacity.

However,

traditional sails are typically made entirely of steel components. Preliminary estimates
indicate that in order to reduce acquisition/maintenance costs and to improve
maintainability, it is necessary to migrate from a total steel structure to one that is
primarily made of glass-reinforced polymer (GRP) composite materials5 for the new
structure. The CAS structure has length, width, and height dimensions of approximately
100ft x 20ft x 20ft. Because of the high volume and desired payload requirements, an
efficient minimum weight design is necessary.

3

a) Composite advanced sail

b) Traditional conning tower

Figure 1.1 Submarine sail designs

With the external geometry of the CAS fixed, the main objective is to find the
best stiffener layout, as well as relevant thicknesses for minimum weight while meeting
all strength and stability requirements. In a preliminary work, Sprecace6 developed a
baseline model containing 14 transverse and two longitudinal stiffeners.

Stiffener

placement was solely based on maintaining balanced weight throughout the sail and
fabrication requirements. 17 different cases were investigated using parametric finite
element (FE) analysis. Uniform shell thicknesses, along with various other geometric
stiffener parameters such as cap and side thicknesses, type of intersection, and stiffener
depth were varied from case to case. The most efficient and reasonable stiffener layout
included only ten transverse stiffeners and one longitudinal stiffener.
Based on these results, Keesecker7 developed a more detailed FE model with
several different loads and boundary conditions. A uniform one-sided pressure load with
fixed edge boundary conditions as well as hydrodynamic loads with hull contraction
boundaries was considered. The uniform one-sided wave slap proved to be the most

critical condition.

4
With minor modifications in skin and stiffener thicknesses, the

baseline model developed by Sprecace proved to be structurally sufficient.
The results of the studies by Sprecace7 and Keesecker8 required fairly thick skin
and stiffeners in order to meet the strength and stability requirements. In order to realize
the full potential of the CAS design, Rais-Rohani et al.8 performed a sizing optimization
on the CAS model. Stiffener and skin thicknesses were treated as design variables.
Depending on the discretization of the model, weight savings of up to 14% were realized
while meeting all material strength and structural stability requirements. Despite these
savings, even further weight reduction was thought possible by implementing a complete
structural reinforcement layout optimization through which the number and position of
stiffeners can be determined.
Several alternative layout optimization approaches were investigated in this study.
Initially, a pseudo-topology optimization procedure was developed in which sizing
optimization elements were used to determine structural layout with both high
complexity and low complexity models. With the experience and knowledge gained in
the implementation of the low complexity model, a fraction-factorial-design methodology
was developed.

Once the resulting layouts were examined from each procedure, a

compromise between them was reached to create final stiffener configuration. A sizing
optimization was then performed on the resulting discretized model. The optimized
model by Rais-Rohani et al.8 was used for a final comparison.

5
Literature Review
Advances in the fabrication processes of composites allow the use of fiberreinforced polymer matrix materials for large-scale structures such as the CAS. Vacuum
assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) is used for the fabrication of glass-reinforced
polymer (GRP) composite parts in the sail9. Some of the advantages of using GRP
composites include higher stiffness-to-weight ratios, better corrosion resistance in a
marine environment, increased tailoring ability, and improved stealth by reducing
electrical and magnetic signatures. Some reviews of the technical feasibility, as well as
the variety of marine applications for composites can be found in Mouritz et al.5 and
Smith and Smith.10
With the increase in feasibility and application of marine composite structures,
there have been several research and development efforts aimed at implementing design
optimization techniques.

They include efforts by Jang et al.11, Dirlik et al.12, and

Hamilton and Patterson.13 for surface ship designs, as well as those by Messager et al.14,
Schokker et al.15, and Perry et al.16 for submerged pressure-vessels. However, there is a
lack of literature on design optimization of the type of structure investigated here.
One of the earliest works on the subject of layout optimization was published in
1904 by Michell and Melbourne.17 A very idealized theory was designed to determine
the optimal layout for weight of a cantilevered thin-bar truss structure with a single point
load. The resulting structure contained an infinite number of infinitesimal members
arranged perpendicular to each other.

6
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More work on planar truss systems was explored by Dorn et al. in 1964. Given
a planar truss system subjected to a load, the layout was optimized based on a given set of
possible structural members, or “ground” structure, comprised of a finite number of joints
and connecting members. Linear programming techniques were applied to determine
which members and joints were critical based on the maximum allowable stress for each
member. Dobbs and Felton19 extended these techniques to multiple load cases.
The layout optimization problem becomes more complicated when considering
continuum structures. Eschenauer and Olhoff2 presented an exhaustive literature review
on topology optimization of continuum structures.

There are two main approaches

employed when considering continuum structures. The microstructure, or “material”
technique involves changing the material properties of individual elements within the
continuum. The structural domain does not change during the optimization, but effective
stiffness and mass properties are manipulated to simulate movement of material into
important areas. This methodology is generally referred to as the SIMP (solid isotropic
microstructure with penalty) method. Guo and Xian Gu20 and Yang21 give two variations
on the relationship between Young’s modulus and density while Gea22 explores an
alternative expression for effective Young’s modulus and shear modulus in terms of
volume fraction.
The second type of topology optimization for continuum structures is referred to
as the macrostructure (or geometric) approach.

In this methodology, the actual

boundaries of the structure are treated as designable. Special finite elements are required
for the implementation of homogenization theories as described by Bendsoe and

7
23

Kikuchi.

The approaches investigated in the current study are based on the

microstructure formulations.

For more information on homogenization and hole

formation theory, refer to a collection of technical papers edited by Rozvany.24

Organization of Thesis
In the next chapter, a pseudo-topology optimization approach using a high
complexity CAS model (HCCM) is presented and compared with the traditional density
method. In an attempt to simplify the methodology, the low complexity CAS model
(LCCM) is presented (Chapter II). Inspired by the LCCM, a fractional-factorial-design
methodology is developed and implemented (Chapter IV).

Considering the layouts

generated with each of the previous optimization methodologies, a compromised stiffener
configuration is created for sizing optimization (Chapter V).

Summaries of each

methodology and the lessons learned are reviewed in the final chapter with
recommendations for future work.

CHAPTER II
GRADIENT-BASED STRUCTURAL REINFORCMENT
LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION USING HIGHCOMPLEXITY CAS MODELS
Introduction
As a first attempt to apply structural reinforcement layout optimization to the
CAS structure, an alternative gradient-based optimization method using sizing variables
is explored.

Based on a traditional topology optimization method, the alternative

approach can be considered a pseudo-topology optimization method. Instead of using the
material property relationships with Young’s modulus and density to control mass and
stiffness, the cross-sectional thickness of each element is used. The alternative setup also
allows for the addition of local constraints, such as buckling, which is an option that is
not readily available in codes using the traditional method. Since the CAS structure is an
externally pressure-loaded structure, local buckling effects are of particular interest.
In the first FE model used in this study, only the outer surface skin of the CAS
geometry is captured. The skin elements are grouped into more than 2,000 separate
patches of constant thickness. Each patch thickness is controlled by a separate design
variable through a nonlinear relationship. This modeling concept is dubbed the “high-

8
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complexity CAS model” (HCCM), as it contains a large number of design variables and
is allowed the most freedom to change during the optimization. The HCCM model also
has the potential to be computationally expensive, as the effect of over 2,000 design
variables on each constraint must be evaluated. As noted previously, the objective of
structural reinforcement layout optimization is to find the best acceptable layout for
global structural stiffness subject to material or strength constraints such as mass fraction
or buckling load factor. The choice of these constraints and other modeling conditions,
such as initial design point, can have a major effect on the optimal layout, especially in a
non-convex design space25.

In order to try and quantify the effect of constraint

formulation on the reinforcement layout of the HCCM, several different constraints and
constraint combinations are implemented while holding the initial design constant. Once
the best procedure for identifying a locally optimal reinforcement layout in the HCCM is
found, ways to streamline and simplify the methodology are discussed.

Gradient-Based Layout Optimization (Density Method)
In absence of any local displacement, stress, or buckling constraints, the objective
of a topology optimization problem is to find the optimal reinforcement layout, most
commonly based on maximum stiffness for an available amount of mass under the
specified loading and boundary conditions. The general formulation is
1
ij ( x )ij ( x )dV
2 V

min

U ( x) =

s.t.

g m (x)  0.0
0.0  xi  1.0

(2.1)
i = 1, NEL
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where U represents the total strain energy, and x is the vector of topology design
variables corresponding to the number of designable elements (NEL). Strain energy is
used as the global measure of stiffness because it is the product of stress,  ij and strain,

 ij over the entire structural volume. A lower strain energy, for a given external loading,
indicates lower deformation, and thus a stiffer structure. The material constraint in Eq.
(2.1), formulated as g m (x) = M M lim −1.0 , limits structural mass, M to some percentage
of the initial or reference mass corresponding to xi = 1.0 for i = 1, NEL.
In traditional topology optimization, tailoring of structural stiffness is made
possible through the use of a density-based approach that allows the linking of Young’s
modulus, E and mass density,  of each designable element or area to the corresponding
topology design variable x such that E i (x i ) = c1 E 0 + (1− c1 )E 0 x ic 2 and  i (x i ) =  0 x i , where

E 0,  0 represent the initial stiffness and density values for the ith element, respectively,
with constants c1 and c2 with limits 0.0  c1  1.0 and 2.0  c 2  3.0 depending on the
desired relationship. By linking E and  to topology design variables, it is possible to
adjust structural stiffness and mass without changing element size (thickness). The
nonlinear variation in E helps create a stronger contrast between elements that make
significant contributions to structural stiffness with those that do not.
As the topology design variables change, stiffness and mass are modified based
on the relationships defined in Eq. (2.1). When a topology design variable takes on a
value of zero, the corresponding element does not contribute to the structural stiffness or
mass of the structure.

The formation of “holes” within the structure can present a

11
problem in numerical computations, and often a minimum thickness (rather than a null
value) is used for the topology design variable. With this in mind, topology optimization
results are viewed from a “keep or discard” (1 or 0) standpoint while, in actuality,
intermediate variations in stiffness and mass will exist across the structure. Generally, a
filter with an arbitrary threshold is used to group elements into one of the two categories.
There are a few drawbacks to using the density-based approach. For example, the
commercial code used in this study, VR&D/GENESIS only allows for isotropic material
properties when used for topology optimization. In the case of the CAS, the entire outer
surface is a GRP composite. Another problem is that only certain design constraints are
available. Since the CAS is an externally pressure-loaded structure, local buckling in the
skin is a major design consideration. In order to overcome these problems, an alternative
strategy based on the density method is developed and discussed in the next section.

Gradient-Based Layout Optimization (Sizing Variable Method)
When only the global structural stiffness is of concern, the formulation in Eq. (2.1)
is adequate. However, when local effects such as buckling are to be included, then Eq.
(2.1) is modified to
1
ij (d )ij (d )dV
2 V

min

U (d ) =

s.t.

g m (d)  0.0

g bj (x)  0.0

(2.2)

j = 1, NMODE

where each element of design variable vector d (i.e., di (x i ) = c1 + d0 x ic 2 ; i = 1,NDV )
represents a structural sizing parameter (e.g., element thickness) that is related to the
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corresponding topology design variable xi ( 0.0  x i  1.0 ) through a linear or nonlinear
relationship with c1 = dmin and 1.0  c 2  3.0 . The material and buckling load constraints
are g m (d ) and g bj (d) , respectively.
There are several similarities and differences between the density method and the
alternative sizing method presented here.

As in the traditional methodology, the

objective of the optimization problem is to minimize strain energy. However, structural
stiffness is tailored by changing the sizing variable vector, d instead of material
properties. The material constraint, g m (d ) can be implemented as a mass fraction but
can also be defined as a design variable constraint. Local buckling constraints, g bj (d) are
of particular interest to this problem, with NMODE representing the number of buckling
modes to be constrained. Composite modeling and control of the thickness of each layer
within the composite laminate is also available.
Similar to the density method, when a design variable has a value of zero, it does
not contribute to structural stiffness or mass of the structure.

Hence, a minimum

thickness value must also be used in order to prevent the formation of holes, and the
results must be filtered in order to view them on a keep or discard basis.
The details of the FE model, the structural reinforcement optimization procedures,
an examination of some of the assumptions made in the modeling setup, and the results
for the various HCCM setups are presented in the rest of this chapter.
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HCCM FE Model
The FE models used in these studies are courtesy of the Naval Surface Warfare
Center, Carderock Division (NSWCCD). VR&D/GENESIS is used for all gradientbased optimization solutions as well as intermediate structural analysis. Final result
analysis is performed with MSC/NASTRAN, and post-processing visualization is done
using MSC/PATRAN.

VR&D/GENESIS and MSC/NASTRAN use very similar

analysis data input files. All geometries, element types, nodes, property relationships,
material definitions, boundary conditions and loadings are defined similarly between the
two programs with a few minor differences, which are taken into account when switching
from one to the other.

Since the proprietary solution techniques are unique, slight

differences in the analysis results are expected.
The HCCM, as shown in Figure 2.1, represents a monocoque model of the CAS
with 19,878, 4-noded quadrilateral (CQUAD4) and 92, 3-noded triangular (CTRIA3)
shell elements for a total of 118,158 degrees of freedom distributed over 20,223 nodes.
These elements are isoparametric, membrane-bending elements of uniform thickness.
Each node carries all 6 degrees of freedom (normal and shear forces as well as bending
and torsion moments). Elemental displacements and rotations are calculated using thinshell approximations.

The mid-plane of the laminate is kept on the mesh surface

throughout the design process such that the thickness grows internally and externally
equally.

14
Crown

Stern

Transition

Port

Main

Base Joint
Starboard

Bow

Figure 2.1 FE model of the CAS

The CAS structure is divided into four distinct skin regions: 1) Crown, 2)
Transition, 3) Main, and 4) Base Joint as seen in Figure 2.1. The steel Crown region is
made of 1,088 shell elements that are held at a fixed thickness throughout the
optimization process. The designable thicknesses in the sail are found in the Transition
(1,610 elements), Main (15,458 elements), and Base Joint (1,814 elements) skin regions.
All of the designable regions are comprised of GRP composite material; however, the
Base Joint GRP is sandwiched between two fixed steel plates that serve as connection
points for the CAS structure to the pressure hull of the submarine.

The material

properties for the steel, fabric, and unidirectional GRP are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Physical and engineering properties of materials in the CAS model
Material property

FGRPa

UGRPb

Steel

E11, psi
E22, psi
G12, psi
G13, psi
G23, psi

3.4942x106
3.4942x106
5.6000x105
5.4500x105
5.4500x105
9.8901x10-2
6.8600x10-2

5.5300x106
1.4200x106
5.6000x105
5.6000x105
5.3000x105
2.4240x10-1
6.8600x10-2

29.00x106
—
—
—
—
3.0000x10-1
2.8360x10-1

12
, lb/in3
a

FGRP – fabric GRP layer
UGRP – unidirectional GRP layer

b

The composite properties in the HCCM are modeled using PCOMP cards
available in VR&D/GENESIS3. Within these property cards, a laminate definition for an
n-ply composite can be described by defining ply thickness, ply angle, ply material, and
laminate offset from the mesh surface. All of these parameters, except for ply material,
can be controlled by a separate design variable or linked together as desired.

Ply

thickness is the only property of concern in the reinforcement optimization procedure.
The laminate offset and ply angle are given fixed values. The property definitions are
particularly important because the number of topology design variables needed to control
them has a direct impact on the computational efficiency and resources needed to solve
the problem.
As in traditional topology optimization, every element in the FE model is
controlled by a design variable. However, in order to try and reduce the problem size,
several elements are grouped together into a patch and made dependent on a master
element, reducing the number of independent design variables. The elements on the
starboard side of the sail are linked to the corresponding ones on the port side to preserve
reinforcement-layout symmetry. The finite elements on the port side of the CAS are
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grouped into 2,278 patches, with each patch made up of mostly four but up to nine finite
elements as shown in Figure 2.2. Hence, the HCCM problem requires a total of 2,278
independent design variables.

A patch of
finite elements

Figure 2.2 Patch definition in HCCM topology domain

Even with the property definitions described as above, the number of design
variables is still too large to obtain optimized buckling solutions with the full CAS
laminate definition.

When buckling constraints are imposed on the problem,

computational resources are insufficient to obtain an optimum solution as the number of
sensitivity derivative calculations becomes extremely high.

A reduced laminate

definition is used to insure consistency between design cases and drawing on knowledge
of traditional topology optimization techniques.
In traditional topology optimization, only a single isotropic layer is modeled and
designed. The GRP composite material has equal biaxial properties (i.e., E1 = E2), and
the true ply orientations for the CAS are (0/±45/90)ns. Since the laminate has quasi-
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isotropic properties, a single layer is used to model the entire laminate, and the ply
orientation is arbitrarily set parallel to the longitudinal plane.

Other considerations

prompted the addition of three other layers such that the final 4-layer reduced laminate is
modeled as in Figure 2.3.

Design Layer
Fixed Layer

SR Layers

CAS interior

Figure 2.3 Patch laminate composition in HCCM

Among the four layers in each patch, only the one identified as the “Design
Layer” is allowed to change thickness during the optimization process (see Figure 2.3).
The Design Layer is sandwiched between two thin (0.0001-in.) plies and backed by a
“Fixed Layer” of 0.25-in thickness. The thin plies designate as “Strain-Recovery (SR)
Layers” are used as means of extracting the strain components at the top and bottom
surfaces of the Design Layer. The Fixed Layer is used to prevent the formation of holes
in the surface, should the optimizer choose to eliminate the Design Layer in a particular
patch. Table 2.2 shows additional details about skin definition in each region of the sail.
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Table 2.2 Material type, ply pattern, and thickness in each skin region of HCCM
Skin region

Material

Ply Pattern in
GRP Portion

Crown
Transition
Main
Base Joint Plates (outer/inner)
Base Joint (core laminate)

Steel
GRP
GRP
Steel/Steel
GRP

N/A
[0-90/0-90/0-90/0-90]T
[0-90/0-90/0-90/0-90]T
N/A
[0-90/0-90/0-90/0-90]T

Normalized
Thickness, in.
1.0
[0.25/0.0001/dDL/0.0001]
[0.25/0.0001/dDL/0.0001]
0.67/1.0
[0.25/0.0001/dDL/0.0001]

The CAS structure is subjected to a single but very severe loading condition (i.e.,
asymmetric wave slap), which is modeled as a uniform pressure distributed over the
entire outer surface on the port side of the sail. Although there are other important
loading conditions, the wave slap is considered to be the most intense7. The underwater
hydrostatic pressure loading is not as critical because the sail is designed to be fully
flooded when submerged. The attachment of the Base Joint to the pressure hull is
modeled by a clamped boundary condition at all nodes along the lower edge of the CAS.

HCCM Optimization Procedure and Approaches
The optimization process begins by first performing an exact FE analysis on the
structure and evaluating objective function and constraint responses as defined in Eq.
(2.2). Constraints are then screened based on how close they are to their boundary
values. For all of the HCCM approaches, the sequential quadratic programming (SQP)25
method is used to find an optimal search direction. This method involves developing a
quadratic approximation to the objective function and linear approximations of the
retained constraints. Using these approximate functions, gradients are then calculated
with respect to the design variables in order to define the optimal search direction. Once
the search direction is determined, design variables are updated accordingly, and another
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exact analysis is performed. At this new design point, the changes in responses and
objective function are checked based on various convergence criteria to determine if
another optimization cycle is needed. If so, the exact analysis at the new design point is
used for constraint screening and the process starts again until convergence is reached.
The HCCM optimization problem is formulated as in Eq. (2.2) with c1 = 0.0 and

c 2 = 3.0 . In this case, di defines the thickness of the Design Layer in the ith patch with
d0 as its maximum thickness. The selected thickness-to-design variable relationship
increases the nonlinearity between the design variables and response variables such as
strain energy and buckling load factors; this nonlinearity will affect the sensitivity
derivatives of the response variables, hence, providing a stronger incentive for the
optimizer to increase the thickness of more influential patches and to eliminate those less
important.
When implementing buckling constraints in the problem, the buckling eigenvalue
problem expressed as

 K − j K g { j } = 0

is solved for the buckling load factor

(2.3)
j

using the Lanczos method. In Eq. (2.3), K

represents the elastic stiffness matrix, K g the geometric stiffness matrix, and
eigenvector. For sensitivity analysis, Eq. (2.3) is premultiplied by
j

T
j

j

the jth

/ 2 and solved for

to obtain a Rayleigh quotient approximation26 as

j

=

Uj
Ug j

(2.4)
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where U and U g are the parts of strain energy corresponding to linear and nonlinear terms
in strain-displacement relationships, respectively, which for the jth buckling mode are
given as

1
U j = Tj K j
2

(2.5-a)

1
U g j = Tj K g  j
2

(2.5-b)

In buckling sensitivity analysis, U and U g represent the intermediate responses.
Using the chain rule of differentiation, the total derivatives of

with respect to design

j

variable xi are found as



j

xi

 U j t i   j

+
U j  t i xi
U g j


=

j

 U g j t i 


 t i xi

(2.6)

where the partial derivatives of U and U g with respect to t i are obtained by
differentiating Eqs. (2.5) and assuming that the derivatives of

j

with respect to t i are

negligible27 such that

U j

t i
U g j

t i



1
2



1
2

K
t i

T
j

T
j

(2.7-a)

j

K g
t i

j

(2.7-b)

Since K g is generally a function of both the intermediate design variables as well
as the nodal displacements (i.e., K g = f g (ti ,ul ) , l = 1,NDOF), the partial derivatives of
K g in Eq. (2.7-b) are found using the chain-rule of differentiation as
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K g
t i

=

f g
t i

+

NDOF


l =1

f g u l
u l t i

(2.8)

with the partial derivatives of nodal displacements obtained using the finite-element
equilibrium equations as

ˆ F K 
u
= K −1 ˇ
−
u
t i
˘ t i t i 

(2.9)

where u represents the vector of nodal degrees of freedom and F the vector of nodal
forces.
The complexity of the HCCM creates a very large number of intermediate design
variables. Since K g is a function of both these intermediate design variables and the
nodal displacements, the derivatives of K g in Eq. (2.8) constitute a significant part of the
computational effort.
The reinforcement layout optimization problem for HCCM was solved using three
different approaches as follows:
Approach 1: g m (d )  0.0 is formulated as a normalized constraint, g m (d ) = x x lim −1.0,
where x represents the average response value for design variables, and
xlim represents the constraint limit for design variable average. Moreover, in

an attempt to reduce the computational time, the sensitivity derivatives of
j

were evaluated by ignoring the contribution of K g (i.e., K g d i = 0 ),

viz., ignoring the alteration in the geometric stiffness matrix as a result of
changes in the elements’ thicknesses.
contribution is also examined.

The effect of ignoring the K g
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Approach 2: g m (d )  0.0 is formulated as g m (d ) = M M lim −1.0 , where M represents the
total structural mass and Mlim is the mass constraint limit. Furthermore, the
contribution of K g in calculating the sensitivity derivatives of the buckling
load factors is also included.
Approach 3: Only a single constraint, i.e., g m (d ) = M M lim −1.0 is used and all the
buckling constraints are removed.

Solution Based on Approach 1
This case is labeled HCCM1.

The solution was started at x lim = 0.7 with a

gradual reduction to a minimum feasible value of 0.4 before arriving at the final multiply
connected topology domain as depicted in Figure 2.4. The fringe plot shows a thickness
distribution ranging from the minimum of 0.2502 in. to a maximum of 35 in. with shades
of gray representing intermediate thickness in between. Although not exact, the
immergence of a stiffener layout is clearly evident with appearance of approximately six
transverse and two (one long and one short) longitudinal bands of patches as “stiffeners”.
The white areas (other than the Crown and Base Joint regions) represent a thickness in
the range of 0.2502 in. to 2.5 in.
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Figure 2.4 Final reinforcement layout using HCCM1
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Figure 2.5 Convergence plots for HCCM1 with a limit on x
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The optimization solution reached convergence at the end of cycle 150 with plots
of the objective function and maximum constraint violation histories shown in Figure 2.5.
Each cycle took an average of 9.5 CPU hours on a Sun Ultra-4 Sparc workstation. The
unusual oscillatory behavior in the two plots prompted a close scrutiny of the solution
strategy and optimization results. Few problems were discovered in this investigation.
The most important factor was the repeated occurrence of local buckling mode switching
from one cycle to another until very close to the final design, especially when considering
the close proximity of the buckling load factors
equal to 3.009 and 3.233, respectively.

1

and

30

, which for the final design are
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LF1 = 3.287

LF2 = 3.452

LF3 = 3.541

LF1 = 1.998

LF2 = 2.054

LF3 = 2.136

Figure 2.6 Comparison of reinforcement layout and first three buckling modes in cycles
100 (left column) and 101 of HCCM1

Figure 2.6, for example, shows the reinforcement layouts in cycles 100 and 101
along with the corresponding three lowest buckling modes. The buckled regions are
circled for clarity, with each buckling load factor (LF) shown on the side. Although the
two reinforcement layouts look nearly identical, the mode shapes and associated load
factors are distinctly different. From cycle 100 to 101 there is also an 11.7% jump in
mass and 35% increase in strain energy. The unexpected jump in mass despite the small
move limits (± 5%) on design variables revealed the inappropriateness of x as a surrogate
for mass. Indeed if all the design patches were identical in area, a limit on x would have
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had the same exact effect as a limit on mass. However, since the sail geometry and its FE
model made it impossible to keep all patches of equal size, the constraint on x did not
maintain an upper bound on mass.
The optimization results indicated two types of mode switching. In type 1, some
of the modes within the retained set (lowest thirty) switch positions with others in the
same set. In terms of the accuracy of the approximate optimization problem, switching of
type 1 is found to be fairly insignificant. In type 2, some of the higher modes outside of
the retained set switch places with those retained in the previous cycle; type 2 switching
is found to be much more troublesome as the buckling modes used in the formulation and
solution of the approximate optimization problem in one cycle are considerably different
from those that appear in the exact buckling analysis and formulation of the approximate
optimization problem in the next cycle. Hence, type 2 mode switching, aggravated by the
optimizer’s freedom to change structural mass, is primarily responsible for the strange
oscillatory pattern in Figure 2.5.
As for the effect of excluding the derivatives of K g in calculation of the
sensitivity derivatives of the ’s and its impact on the optimal reinforcement layout, a
separate monocoque model of the sail structure was tested, consisting of only 19 patches
in order to reduce the problem size and computational requirements. Using the same
optimization formulation, the coarse model was optimized twice, once with and another
time without the K g contribution. At the initial design point, the sensitivity derivatives of
RS,

Tfor example, were off (i.e., smaller) by an average of 46% when K g contribution is

ignored. The inclusion of K g contribution caused some of the patches in the optimal
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design to change thickness by an average of ±10%, with the maximum reduction of -54%
and maximum increase of 25%. With K g contribution excluded, the structure is stiffer
with a 5% smaller strain energy than the other, and the two optimal reinforcement layouts
are similar in most regions but different elsewhere.
Since element thickness in HCCM1 optimization is controlled by topology design
variables, it is possible for some elements to become very thick, hence, violating the thinshell assumptions in FEA. However, it is not clear if the excessive thickness in a
relatively small subset (14.4%) of finite elements as seen in Figure 2.4 would
compromise the accuracy of the buckling analysis, which dominates the optimization
solution. To investigate this possibility, an FE model as shown in Figure 2.7 with
roughly similar features as the final HCCM1 design was developed and analyzed. In
Figure 2.7, the highlighted strips are treated as stiffeners.

Figure 2.7 FE model for TP1 and TP2
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Assuming that K has a greater influence on buckling eigenvalues than K g does,
and considering that K is approximately a function of Et 3 , two complementary test
problems (TP1 and TP2) were formulated and solved. In order to minimize the changes
in the model, the laminate configuration was kept the same as HCCM1 but with each ply
having isotropic material properties. In TP1, the Young’s modulus of elements in the
stiffened regions was given a very large value whereas in TP2 the thickness was
substantially increased in those elements such that in both models Et 3 = 1010 lb - in . With
the moduli and thickness ratios in the stiffened regions of TP1 and TP2 equal to

E1 E 2 = 64,000 and t 2 t1 = 40 , respectively, and with Et = 2.5 x10 6 lb/in elsewhere in
the Main region, the load factors for the lowest ten buckling modes were calculated for
comparison as shown in Table 2.3

Table 2.3 Effects of E and t variations on buckling characteristics

(mode No.)
TP1
3.495 (1)
3.575 (2)
3.713 (3)
3.747 (4)
4.978 (5)
5.490 (6)
5.878 (7)
5.889 (8)
6.055 (9)
6.124 (10)

TP2
3.498 (1)
3.600 (2)
3.714 (4)
3.738 (3)
4.739 (6)
5.017 (8)
5.107 (-)
5.283 (5)
5.635 (7)
5.815 (-)

The first column in Table 2.3 shows the load factors and the corresponding mode
numbers for TP1 whereas the second column shows the load factors for TP2 along with
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TP1 mode shape each closely matches. There are two mode shapes in TP2 that do not
match any of the first ten buckling modes in TP1 as indicated by “(-)”.
The average difference in the load factors obtained for TP2 relative to TP1 is
found to be 5.5%. The close proximity of buckling load factors in the two test problems
validates the HCCM1 buckling results in presence of sporadic but excessively large
element thickness.
Several lessons were learned in implementation of approach 1 and evaluation of
corresponding results. Even with Kg contribution removed, the solution of approximate
optimization problem took a long time. This, as mentioned earlier, was due to switching
of buckling modes. However, the solutions in this case were obtained using version 7.3
of GENESIS software, with certain limitations that have since been alleviated with the
release of version 7.5. In version 7.5, it is possible to use the more efficient adjoint
method for sensitivity analysis of problems involving buckling constraints, and hence,
there is no need to ignore the Kg contribution.

Also, other changes have been

incorporated into the software to make it more computationally efficient. Furthermore,
during topology optimization, the total structural mass did not remain constant. This was
an unexpected outcome as a limit on average design variable was meant to also keep
mass constant. In light of the findings in HCCM1, changes to the optimization problem
formulation and solution strategy are described below.

Solution Based on Approach 2
This case is labeled HCCM2. With limits on thickness of the design layer the
same as those in HCCM1, mass limit was set as M lim = 150,000 lb, which is nearly the
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same as the weight of the optimal design in Figure 2.4, and optimized the design. The
resulting topology is shown in Figure 2.8.
The topology in Figure 2.8 has striking similarities, especially in layout of
transverse stiffeners with that in Figure 2.4, though the transverse stiffener in aft crown
region in more vivid in Figure 2.8. While present in both plots, the two longitudinal
stiffeners are more conspicuous in Figure 2.4 than in Figure 2.8. It is interesting to note
that all buckling constraints remained inactive throughout the optimization process
leading to the solution shown in Figure 2.8. Topology similarities aside, the optimization
set up in approach 2 is more accurate than that in HCCM1 as the contribution of K g in
calculation of the sensitivity derivatives of the buckling load factors is not ignored.

Figure 2.8 Final reinforcement layout using HCCM2 with M lim = 150,000 lbs
Further fine-tuning of the reinforcement layout is observed through gradual
reduction of the mass limit. After several mass limit reductions and optimization
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repetitions, the stiffener layout shown in Figure 2.9 corresponding to M lim = 100, 000 lb
was obtained. Figure 2.9 shows a reinforcement layout that is very similar to that in
Figure 2.8. The noticeable differences include the refinement of transverse stiffener
immediately aft of crown region. The discoloration of stiffened regions is due to reduced
element thickness in the fringe plot as the range of values in Figures. 2.4, 2.8, and 2.9 is
kept the same.

Figure 2.9 Final reinforcement layout using HCCM2 with M lim = 100, 000 lbs
Moreover, by imposing a mass constraint, the problem of mode switching that
hampered the optimization calculations in approach 1 disappeared. This fact is also
evident in the convergence plot of the objective function in Figure 2.10. The jumps at
various locations in Figure 2.10 are caused by reduction of mass limit and resumption of
the optimization process. Mass limit was reduced from 150,000 lb to 100,000 lb at
10,000-lb increments. A reduction in mass is typically accompanied by a growth in strain
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energy as the structure loses stiffness. The final design in Figure 2.9 has a total of nine
active constraints, consisting of the mass constraint along with eight buckling constraints.
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Figure 2.10 Normalized objective function histories for HCCM2 and HCCM3

Solution Based on Approach 3
This case is called HCCM3, with skin laminate properties the same as those
described in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1. During examination of the solutions for HCCM1
and HCCM2, there were considerable similarities in topology but noticeable variations in
the buckling modes (both in load factors and mode shapes), raising questions about the
real impact of buckling constraints on reinforcement layout. Hence, in HCCM3, the
topology optimization problem was solved with only a single constraint on the total mass.
Similar to HCCM2, the mass limit was gradually reduced from 150,000 lb until
the topology shown in Figure 2.11 emerged at M lim = 100, 000 lb. There is a striking
similarity between the topology plots in Figures 2.9 and 2.11 with very subtle differences
between the two designs. The reason for this similarity can be explained by the fact that
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the optimization process is motivated foremost by minimization of the objective function.
As strain energy is heavily dependent upon deflection under static loading, the optimizer
distributes thickness (and mass) in such a way that would reduce deflection over a wide
region of the sail structure. In contrast, buckling is dominated by local properties of the
structure. Therefore, strain energy has a more global stiffness effect whereas buckling
constraints impose local stiffness limits that apparently have minimal influence on the
reinforcement layout.

Figure 2.11 Final reinforcement layout using HCCM3 with M lim = 100, 000 lbs

The objective function variation from the initial to final design is shown in Figure
2.10. The jumps in the curve identify optimization restarts with reduced mass limit
values. It is interesting to note that a design with only a mass constraint (i.e., HCCM3) is
stiffer than the one with mass and buckling constraints (i.e., HCCM2) as indicated by the
smaller final strain energy.
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Comparison to Density Method Results
Once the gradient-based results are obtained, the question arises as to how they
might compare with the results obtained using the traditional density-based approach.
The HCCM is setup and run using the density-based technique. The linking between
corresponding elements on the port and starboard sides of the sail is preserved; however,
instead of 2,278 independent design patches, each corresponding element pair is treated
independently. This setup results in 9,441 independent design variables. Each element
contains only a single isotropic design layer with the modulus of elasticity and density
equal to that of the GRP laminate. There are no fixed layers as in the previous HCCM
cases. The maximum thickness of the skin is chosen to be equivalent to that of the
gradient-based procedure, and a comparable mass fraction of 15% is used. The resulting
topology is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12 Reinforcement layout for the HCCM using the density method
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While the final reinforcement layouts of each procedure are different, there are
definite similarities that appear. As in the sizing-based methods, Figure 2.12 shows that
stiffeners are preferred in the transverse direction and in roughly the same general regions
of the sail as in Figure 2.4, Figure 2.9, and Figure 2.11. The strain energy found using
the density method is a little over twice the lowest strain energy found using sizing
methods.
The density-based optimization procedure converged in 85 cycles averaging only
two CPU minutes per cycle, a significant computational improvement over the sizingbased methodologies, despite having over four times as many design variables. This
computational efficiency is due to the differences in problem formulation.

The

traditional density approach requires only 28,323 intermediate design variables. These
intermediates are made of the 9,441 designable densities, modulus of elasticity, and
symmetric element relationships.

The alternative sizing approaches require 37,764

intermediate design variables. Despite the design variable symmetry and patch linkings,
all 18,882 design variables have intermediate ply thickness and offsets that contribute to
the problem. The fastest of the sizing approaches is HCCM3, which takes about 15 CPU
minutes per cycle in the sensitivity and approximate optimization modules.

The

traditional approach only takes about 2 CPU minutes in these same modules.
There are a few benefits to using the sizing layout optimization procedure over
the traditional topology method.

The branching, amorphous stiffener configuration

shown in Figure 2.12 would be difficult to integrate into a real structure. The stiffener
layouts found with the sizing optimization methods are orthogonal in both the transverse
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and longitudinal directions and more conducive to traditional stiffener placement. Also,
should an anisotropic composite been used, the traditional methodology could not have
accurately model the composite stiffness characteristics.

HCCM Results Summary
A sizing-based reinforcement layout optimization approach, inspired by
traditional density implementation, was evaluated using high-complexity CAS models.
As the HCCM models progressed from approach 1 to approach 3, constraint formulations
were modified. In the end, the addition of buckling constraints to the problem proved to
be an unnecessary complication. The process of minimizing strain energy relies on
stiffness at a global level, and local buckling effects do not play a significant role in
determining the optimal layout.
Using design variable average as a material constraint proved to be unreliable.
Since the area of each design patch was not constant, the mass of the system varied
considerably from one cycle to the next, causing significant computational problems with
the buckling constraints. Had the areas of the design patches been constant, the design
variable average would have had the same effect as a mass constraint. That being said,
HCCM3 was the best approach with buckling constraints removed and a material
constraint on mass.
Other improvements that could be made are related to the actual definition of
design variables and properties.

While there were only 2,278 independent design

variables in this problem, in actuality there were 18,882 linked design variables. The
sensitivities of the objective function and every retained response had to be evaluated for
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every design variable, dependent and independent. Had the patches been created using
property relationships instead of design variable linking, the computational efficiency of
the sensitivities could have been significantly improved. Considering the complex setup
and computational effort required to implement the HCCM, an alternative modeling
strategy, dubbed the low-complexity CAS model, or LCCM, is explored in the next
chapter.

CHAPTER III
GRADIENT-BASED STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT
LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION USING LOWCOMPLEXITY CAS MODELS
Introduction
Drawing on the lessons learned from the study of the HCCM models, this chapter
explores the development and use of a new low-complexity CAS model (LCCM). The
motivation behind using the LCCM approach is to simplify the design model, reduce the
number of design variables, and lessen the computational requirements involved with the
implementation of the alternative sizing method. Instead of allowing the entire skin
surface to be designed, 33 fixed stiffener locations are chosen on the CAS shell. The skin
thickness of the CAS shell is held at a constant thickness during the optimization process,
and the cross-sectional size of each stiffener is optimized to obtain a maximum stiffness
structure.
As in the HCCM, several different approaches, based on different constraint sets
are developed and presented for the LCCM. Once the best constraint strategy has been
developed for the LCCM, the effects of alternative modeling strategies are explored, such
as the effect of piecewise variation across stiffeners, as well as an alternate layout of the
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fixed stiffener positions. Once the results are obtained, comparisons are made to the
HCCM, the possibilities for a new approach is discussed, and a possible structural
reinforcement layout is obtained for the CAS.

LCCM FE Model
The LCCM represents a semi-monocoque CAS structure as shown in Figure 3.1.
The FE geometry, elements, materials, loads, and boundary conditions used for the outer
skin are identical to those used in the HCCM. However, the skin thicknesses of the
monocoque shell will be fixed during the optimization process, so the true GRP laminate
definitions can be used. The ply pattern and thicknesses of each region are shown in
Table 3.1. An orthogonal grid of 9 longitudinal and 24 transverse stiffeners, modeled by
bar elements with square cross sections, is integrated into the Main skin region as shown
in Figure 3.1. By using a square cross section, only a single design variable is needed to
control the size of each stiffener. Initially, each stiffener is treated as continuous and
uniform, requiring only 33 design variables to define the designable regions.
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TS_1
LS_9

x

mesh surface

Figure 3.1 FE model of LCCM

The spacing between longitudinal stiffeners is approximately 17.4 in. and the
transverse stiffeners are spaced at a distance of 34 in. The top longitudinal and the
foremost transverse stiffeners are labeled as LS_1 and TS_1, respectively, with the others
in each group numbered in consecutive order. As in the HCCM, there are 19,970 shell
elements in the LCCM skin. An additional 4,736, 2-node bar (CBAR) elements are used
to model the stiffeners. These bar elements support bending and torsional loads, as well
as the shear and axial forces. As in the HCCM, the entire system has 118,158 degrees of
freedom.
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Table 3.1 Material type, ply pattern, and thickness in each skin region of LCCM
Skin region
Crown
Transition
Main
Base Joint Plates (outer/inner)
Base Joint (core laminate)

Ply Pattern in
GRP Portion
—
[(0/±45/90)10]S
[(0/±45/90)9]S
—
[(0/±45/90)9]S

Material
Steel
GRP
GRP
Steel/Steel
GRP

Normalized
Thickness, in.
0.45
1.0
0.9
0.30/0.45
0.9

The gradient-based sizing variable method for structural reinforcement layout
optimization is applied to this problem.

Similar to the HCCM, the goal of this

investigation is to find the reinforcement layout that results in the stiffest structure, based
on strain energy, material constraints, and other local constraints.

LCCM Optimization Procedure and Approaches
The general formulation of the topology optimization problem for LCCM is
expressed as
min

U ( x)

s.t.

g m ( x )  0.0

(3.1)

g bj (x)  0.0;

j = 1, NMODE

g kd ( x)  0.0;

k = 1, NDEF

xil  xi  xiu

i = 1, NDV

where x represents the vector of design variables, which in this case controls only the
cross-sectional size of the stiffeners (see Figure 3.1), with the skin thickness in all regions
held constant. The general set of constraints includes a limit on g m representing a mass
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fraction or an equivalent sizing parameter, limits on gbj representing load factors
corresponding to NMODE local buckling modes, and gkd representing limits on out-ofplane displacements at NDEF grid points. The design variables are also limited by their
lower and upper bounds or side constraints. It is also worth noting that while in HCCM
the patch thickness-design variable relationship is highly nonlinear, in all the LCCM
cases, the stiffener sizing-design variable relationship is linear.
In light of all the factors considered, three approaches were implemented to
capture the effects of individual design constraints on the optimal reinforcement layout.
These approaches are defined as follows:
Approach 1: Formulate g m ( x )  0.0 as g m ( x) = x xlim −1.0 , where x represents the
average value of stiffener size (i.e., average of all design variables). Include
constraints on the lowest 10 buckling load factors, with limits ranging in
equal intervals from 3.00 on mode 1 to 3.27 on mode 10.

Exclude

deflection constraints, gkd .
Approach 2: Treat g m as a constraint on total stiffener mass. Instead of imposing a
single equality constraint to keep the total mass constant, express g m in
terms of two separate inequality constraints (i.e., g1m ( x) = M M lim+ −1.0 ,

g 2m ( x) = 1.0 − M M lim− , where M lim + and M lim − are slightly larger and
smaller than the desired limit on stiffener mass, M lim ). In order to maintain
modeling consistency between approaches 1 and 2, start from the same
initial design point and gradually reduce M lim such that the final values of
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total stiffener mass in the two approaches are nearly identical. Exclude
deflection constraints, gkd .
Approach

3:

Combine

the

constraints

in

approaches

1

and

2

such

that

g1m ( x) = M M lim+ −1.0 , g 2m ( x) = 1.0 − M M lim− , and g3m ( x) = x xlim −1.0 ).
In addition to these constraints, examine the effects of:
a) buckling constraints, gbj
b) deflection constraints, gkd
c) piecewise variation in cross-sectional size of each stiffener
d) piecewise variation in cross-sectional size of each stiffener, with each
bar element placed in its offset position
In approaches 1, 2, and 3 (a & b), all stiffeners are kept uniform, which means the
design space is governed by a total of 33 design variables, whereas in approach 3 (c & d)
the non-uniformity of stiffeners causes the number of design variables to increase to 438.
The lower and upper bounds on stiffener size are 0.01 in and 15.0 in, respectively.
In order to avoid numerical complications of using zero, the lower bound, xil is given a
value very close to zero. There is still not a significant contribution to mass or stiffness,
but matrix singularities do not occur. The upper bound, xiu is a calculated value based on
stiffness equivalence, through moment of inertia, between the square geometry used in
this study, and the true hat geometry used in the true CAS structure. However, in order
for square stiffeners to have an effective stiffness equal to that of a hat stiffener, they
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must be larger, and therefore heavier. This difference should be taken into account when
considering the mass fractions used in this study.
The primary purpose of LCCM optimization is to determine which stiffeners (or
stiffener segments) make a critical contribution to structural stiffness and which do not.
However, the use of a gradient-based optimization methodology for non-convex design
problems, such as this, will result in finding an optimal design that is in the general
vicinity of the initial design point. Although this locally optimum design is superior to
the initial design, there is no guarantee that it represents “the” optimal solution.
Keeping this fact in mind, each optimization problem had to be run in such a way
that would accurately show the effect of each constraint on the final reinforcement layout
produced by the optimization solution. There are several ways to accomplish this. As in
the HCCM, sequential quadratic programming is used in the solution of the approximate
optimization problem. All of the initial design conditions are kept identical throughout
each approach, including design variable initial values and optimization parameters. A
move limit of 10% is also added to make the optimizer take smaller steps.

Solution Based on Approach 1
This case is referred to as LCCM1.

The results are based on material and

property data in Table 3.1, with a gradual reduction of x lim to its minimum feasible
value. Starting from an initial design with all design variables at their upper bound
values (15 in.), it took 39 optimization cycles for the solution to converge for x lim = 3.0
in. Following a reduction of x lim to 2.0 in., the optimization procedure was restarted,
which took 15 additional cycles to find an optimal solution with total stiffener mass of
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72,527 lb and total strain energy of 667,858 lb-in. Of the 11 design constraints in this
problem, only two (i.e., g m and g1b ) are found to be active at the final design point. The
resulting topology in Figure 3.2 gives a fairly clear indication of stiffeners that need to be
retained. Twenty-seven out of 33 stiffeners are completely eliminated (i.e., at their lower
bound of 0.01 in.) at the final design. Of the remaining six, TS_15, LS_5, and LS_7 are
at their upper bounds whereas the other three are LS_3 = 12.7 in., LS_6 = 4.8 in., and
TS_24 = 3.0 in.

Figure 3.2 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM1

Instead of continuing to push x lim to a smaller value and repeating the design
optimization, LS_6 and TS_24 were eliminated and LS_3 was pushed to its upper bound
and a single analysis was performed to determine the impact of this change. The adjusted
layout is shown in Figure 3.3. The four retained stiffeners result in a total stiffener mass
of 75,827 lb, which represents a stiffener mass fraction of approximately 22.8% as
compared to a design with all 33 stiffeners at their upper bounds. This adjustment caused
the value of x to reduce to 1.83 in. and the first buckling load factor to drop from 3.18 to
2.87 for the design in Figure 3.2 and resulted in a strain energy-to-stiffener mass ratio of
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8.76 in. A slight reduction in buckling load factor is not a hindrance as it can be
remedied in the subsequent sizing optimization problem.

Figure 3.3 Adjusted reinforcement layout for LCCM1

As was mentioned earlier, the final reinforcement layout has a strong dependence
on several factors including the choice of initial design point, the upper bound value on
stiffeners, and skin thickness. For any combination of values other than the one used
here, the optimal layout could be different from that shown in Figure 3.2. The effects of
some of these factors are discussed later.

Solution Based on Approach 2
This case is referred to as LCCM2. The results are based on material and property
data in Table 3.1, with a gradual reduction of M lim to its minimum feasible value.
Starting with the values of M lim + / M lim − set at 84,556/84,170 lb, representing a stiffener
mass fraction of approximately 25%, it took 39 design cycles for the optimization
solution to converge. The stiffener mass limits were then reduced to M lim + / M lim − =
76,062/75,676 lb (closely bracketing the final stiffener mass found for LCCM1), and the
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optimization process was restarted. It took five additional cycles to find an optimal
design with the reinforcement layout as shown in Figure 3.4 and a total strain energy of
450,414 lb-in. Although the major stiffeners are larger than the rest, the optimizer was
unable to bring the less critical ones to their lower bounds, mostly as a result of the limits
chosen for M lim + and M lim − . It is also worth noting that none of the buckling constraints
are active at the final design.

Figure 3.4 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM2

As in the case of LCCM1, additional optimization runs were avoided by simply
setting the stiffeners that are below the average size of 7.23 in. to their lower bound of
0.01 in. and the rest to their upper bound of 15 in. The adjusted topology is shown in
Figure 3.5. The retained twelve stiffeners have a total mass of 89,813 lb, approximately
18.4% higher than the design in Figure 3.4. The model as a whole became slightly stiffer
with a total strain energy of 447,941 lb-in. However, the reduction in strain energy was
accompanied by a reduction in buckling load factors, such that the first buckling mode
has a load factor of 2.04 as compared to 5.55 for the design in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.5 Adjusted reinforcement layout for LCCM2

In an attempt to bring the stiffener mass closer to that in Figure 3.4, two of the aft
transverse stiffeners (i.e., TS_20 and TS_23) were removed resulting in the final
topology for LCCM2 as shown in Figure 3.6 and a total stiffener mass of 79,447 lb,
which is approximately 5% higher than that in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.6 Final reinforcement layout for LCCM2

The important properties of LCCM1 and LCCM2 models are compared in Table
3.5. In terms of stiffener layouts in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.3, TS_15 and LS_5 exist in
both models, and that is where the similarity ends. It is clear that LCCM1 and LCCM2
are two distinctly different designs, highlighting the influence of design constraint
selection on reinforcement layout optimization.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of LCCM results based on approaches 1 through 3
Property
LCCM1 LCCM2 LCCM3 LCCM3-a LCCM3-b
No. of longitudinal stiffeners
3
2
3
4
3
No. of transverse stiffeners
1
7
4
5
4
Stiffener massa, lb
75,827 79,447 84,462
84,428
84,450
Strain energy, lb-in
664,727 495,113 546,765 498,126 553,749
Average stiffener size, in.
1.83
4.10
3.00
3.49
3.00
Max deflection, in.
2.04
1.79
1.92
1.70
1.67
Buckling LF_1
2.87
2.06
4.74
Buckling LF_2
3.27
2.10
4.98
Buckling LF_3
4.04
2.78
6.66
a

For all LCCM models the total skin mass is 62,834 lb

With more than twice as many stiffeners (9 versus 4), LCCM2 is only 4.8%
heavier than LCCM1.

Although, based on strain energy and maximum deflection,

LCCM2 is a stiffer design than LCCM1, it is at a disadvantage when it comes to buckling
resistance. It is also interesting to note that reduction in a global stiffness characteristic,
such as strain energy, does not necessarily lead to improvement in a local stiffness
characteristic such as buckling.

Moreover, it is uncertain how much of an impact

buckling constraints have on the optimal reinforcement layout. This and other questions
are investigated through the solution of the optimization problem per approach 3 as
described next.

Solution Based on Approach 3
This case is called LCCM3. The use of x constraint in LCCM1 was a very
effective tool in eliminating the less critical stiffeners, but the approach made it
impossible to keep the total stiffener mass constant during the optimization process. In
contrast, it was very difficult to eliminate the less critical stiffeners in LCCM2 (see
Figure 3.4). It appears that LCCM1 and LCCM2 address two different aspects of the
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same problem and it is natural to combine the two in search of a more robust
reinforcement optimization strategy for the CAS.
In LCCM3, the model is optimized by excluding all buckling constraints and
considering both mass and x constraints and how they should be introduced in the
problem. Starting with an initial design, same as that used in LCCM1 and LCCM2 for
consistency and imposing a limit of 25% on stiffener mass fraction (i.e., M lim + / M lim − =
84,556/84,170 lb), it took 20 optimization cycles to reach convergence. Then while
keeping the mass fraction fixed, a limit on x was imposed and the optimization solution
was restarted. Upon completion of this optimization run, the value of x lim was reduced
and the process was repeated until x lim reached its lowest feasible value of 3.0 in. The
final topology after a total of 107 optimization cycles is shown in Figure 3.7 with a total
strain energy of 546,765 lb-in and a strain energy-to-stiffener mass ratio of 6.47 in.,
which is superior as compared to that of LCCM1 and LCCM2.
The effect of combining the previous two approaches is evident in the optimal
topology in Figure 3.7. Of the seven retained stiffeners, all but one (i.e., TS_11 = 7.8 in.)
are at their upper bounds. It is interesting to note the slight shift in the position of the
three retained longitudinal stiffeners and the persistent appearance of TS_15,
immediately aft of the crown region.
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Figure 3.7 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM3

With the design in Figure 3.7 as the initial design, the 10 buckling constraints
were introduced and the optimization solution repeated. As in the previous case, the
stiffener mass fraction was kept at 25% without imposing any limit on x . It took 37
cycles for optimization to reach convergence. The optimization solution was then
repeated with xlim = 3.5 in., which took an additional 16 cycles to converge, with the
resulting topology (dubbed LCCM3-a) shown in Figure 3.8.
Although the initial design for LCCM3-a had four violated buckling constraints,
in the final design all buckling constraints were found to be inactive, and only the mass
and x constraints were active at the end. The appearance of two new stiffeners (i.e., TS_1
and LS_7) is to satisfy the buckling constraints. However, of the nine retained stiffeners
only four (i.e., TS_11, TS_15, TS_17, and TS_21) are at their upper bounds with the
other five being LS_1 = 12.6 in., LS_4 = 14.5 in., LS_6 = 11.8 in., LS_7 = 10 in., and
TS_1 = 5.8 in. The designs in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 weigh the same, with only the stiffener
mass having different distributions. LCCM3-a has a strain energy-to-stiffener mass ratio
of 5.89 in. With the additional stiffeners being smaller than the rest, it seems that through
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proper adjustment of skin thickness it would be possible to prevent buckling without any
need for introducing new stiffeners.

Figure 3.8 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM3-a

In order to determine the impact of deflection on reinforcement layout, the design
in Figure 3.7 was used as an initial design, and multiple deflection constraints were
introduced. To avoid focusing on a particular point or area of the sail, the top 20 grid
nodes with the largest out-of-plane deflection were constrained to an upper limit of 1.67
in. The optimization solution converged after 12 cycles without any constraint on x .
Then with x lim = 4.0 in., it took an additional 13 cycles to reach the final design for
LCCM3-b as shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM3-b
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The only real difference between the designs in Figures 3.7 and 3.9 is in the
redistribution of mass from one stiffener to another in the same set. The final design in
this case has a strain energy of 553,749 lb-in. for a strain energy-to-stiffener mass ratio of
6.55 in., which is nearly identical to that of LCCM3 in Figure 3.7 with a maximum
deflection of 1.92 in.
Based on the results in Figure 3.8 and 3.9, it appears that the critical constraints
are those involving total stiffener mass and average stiffener size, x and the additional
computational cost of including local constraints, such as buckling, does not translate into
a vast improvement in reinforcement layout.
In an effort to increase the compatibility of LCCM results with those of HCCM
presented previously, each stiffener was divided into multiple segments and an
independent design variable was assigned for cross-sectional size of each segment. For
the most part, the portion of a stiffener between two intersecting stiffeners defines a
stiffener segment. This modification resulted in a model with 438 segments and an equal
number of design variables. In order to determine the effect of the piecewise setup, the
problem statement is changed slightly. The locally optimal stiffener configuration has
already been obtained, so the corresponding strain energy will be used as a constraint,
and stiffener mass is changed to the objective function.
The new problem is expressed as
min

M stiff ( x)

s.t.

g U ( x)  0.0
xil  xi  xiu

(3.2)

i = 1, NDV
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where Mstiff is the mass of the stiffeners, and the constraint on strain energy, g U ( x) is
limited by best strain energy found in the previous approaches, 495,113 lb-in from
LCCM2.
With the design variables initially at their upper bound of 15 in., the model was
optimized with no limit on x ; then a limit on x was imposed and the optimization
process was continued by gradually decreasing x lim to its smallest feasible value of 4.25
until reaching final convergence after 60 cycles, with the optimal solution for LCCM3-c
as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM3-c

As a consequence of increasing the number of designable segments, the topology
shows a greater non-uniformity than previous LCCM results. The model in Figure 3.10
has a total strain energy of 497,321 lb-in with a strain energy-to-stiffener mass fraction of
8.0 in. The optimal stiffener mass is found to be 62,352 lb. As expected with the
segmentation, the mass required to obtain the same stiffness as in LCCM2 is reduced by
21.5%.
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In all the LCCM models discussed so far, the centroids of the CBAR elements
(i.e., stiffeners) in each FE model coincide with the mesh surface. In order to determine
the effect of centroid location, the model was modified to allow each bar element to be
placed at its true location with an offset as depicted in Figure 3.11. The offset placement
allows a more accurate calculation of the area moment of inertia but it substantially
increases the complexity of the optimization model. In order to correctly capture the
coupling between stiffener cross-sectional size (a design variable) and the location of
element centroid, an extra offset node is required at every node along each stiffener. In
addition, a rigid bar has to be placed between the offset node representing the location of
centroid and the corresponding node on the mesh surface in order to create a physical
connection between these nodes. Furthermore, the position of the offset node has to be
treated as a dependent design variable linked to the cross-sectional size of the stiffener
element. Thus, the segmented model with an offset, dubbed LCCM3-d is the most
complex among all low complexity CAS models.

Mesh surface
RBAR
Zlocal

Offset node

Figure 3.11 Stiffener element with and without bar-element offset

Starting with the same initial design and stiffener mass fraction as in LCCM3-c,
and the same optimization strategy, it took 27 optimization cycles for the solution to
reach convergence. After introducing the constraint on x , and gradually reducing it to
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the lowest acceptable value of 2.5, it took an additional 22 cycles to reach convergence.
The segmented model with offset is able to obtain the same stiffness as the LCCM2
model with a mass reduction of 60.9%. The optimal reinforcement layout as depicted in
Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Optimal reinforcement layout for LCCM3-d

Various Modeling Effects
The design space for this problem is extremely non-convex, making it very
difficult to interpret the effect of various modeling factors.

Since the optimization

procedure uses a gradient-based solution technique, each optimization step considers an
approximation of constraint and objective function gradients.

For highly non-linear

design spaces such as the one in this problem, the gradient approximations degrade very
quickly away from the design point. Without an accurate description of the design space
outside the vicinity of the current design point, it is very possible to get trapped in local

optimum.
By simply altering the initial values of the design variables, several different
locally optimal reinforcement layouts can be obtained. Choosing an initial design with all
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of the design variables at their upper bound is consistent with the mass fraction
techniques in traditional topology and allows each stiffener to be given an initially equal
preference in the optimization. However, non-uniform initial designs result in layouts
only containing the stiffeners given larger initial values. For example, an initial design
with all of the stiffeners toward the center of the sail given a high value, while the outside
stiffeners are given a low value will result in a final topology with retained stiffeners in
the middle of the sail. The converse is also true, when the high values are given to the
outer stiffeners, none of the middle stiffeners will appear in the final layout.
The choice of the fixed skin thickness also plays a role in determining the final
layout. Lower skin thicknesses obviously require more stiffeners in order to support the
structure. A fixed skin at 85% of the nominal skin thickness was used for all of the
LCCM studies. Investigations into the effects of skin thickness are difficult to interpret.
As mentioned earlier, any change in starting condition can considerably change the final
configuration.

With reduction in skin thickness under the same loading conditions,

response values are more critical. Strain energy and deflections increase while buckling
load factors are reduced. Locally optimal layouts appear that do not match results at any
other skin thickness.
Another complexity that was explored, that did not prove to be advantageous, was
the effect of stiffener cross-sectional geometry. The square stiffener is the simplest case,
allowing for only a single design variable to control the properties of each stiffener.
When more complicated geometries are desired, such as a rectangular box or hat
stiffener, more design variables are needed. In the end, the structural reinforcement
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layout procedure does not need to capture the intricacies involved in the cross-sectional
geometry. All that is needed is a good approximation of the stiffness and mass available
in the true problem. The stiffeners used in the true CAS structure will be hat stiffeners
with known dimensions. Using this knowledge, the available moment of inertia can be
calculated, and the dimensions of a comparable square stiffener can be obtained. With
the same stiffness, a square cross-section will have a higher mass, but since a mass
fraction constraint is used, only a fraction of available mass is needed.
At the very least, regardless of these effects, structural reinforcement layouts still
display the same layout characteristics, even if the exact stiffener positions are not
identical. In the case of the CAS, stiffening regions always appear just aft of the crown
and along the middle and aft regions of the skin as highlighted in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 Generally stiffened regions of the CAS

LCCM Results Summary
The results of the low-complexity model are influenced by a variety of factors
among which the selected skin thickness, the initial design variable value, and mass limit
are most dominant. Therefore, these results have a greater degree of uncertainty than
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those of the high-complexity model that was not affected by such factors. This
uncertainty needs to be taken into consideration when deciding the revised stiffener
layout for CAS model.
LCCM2 proved to offer the stiffest structure out of all the approaches; however,
LCCM3 showed a much greater clarity in the desired layout, directly resulting in a better
part count (i.e., less stiffeners). All of the layouts discovered in this chapter are viable
layouts that should offer improved performance, but they are not necessarily the absolute
best. Based on the variability in the solutions obtained for the LCCM, a new, more
robust approach might be necessary in order to find a truly optimal solution. In the next
chapter, a new approach using the LCCM is presented.

CHAPTER IV
STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION
USING FRACTIONAL-FACTORIAL-DESIGN
Introduction
Due to the non-convexity of the CAS optimization problem, the gradient-based
optimization procedures developed in Chapter II and Chapter III are substantially
affected by choice of the initial design and optimization parameters used to solve the
problem. In order to try and obtain a more robust solution, a fractional-factorial-design
(FFD) based optimization procedure is explored in this chapter. An LCCM-type model is
used to demonstrate the procedure.
The FFD optimization process begins with an exact FE analysis based on a design
of experiments methodology (DOE) to determine the strain energy of various design
points (stiffener configurations). These design points are then used to create a response
surface to approximate the entire design domain. The approximate design domain is used
to define a smaller subset of design points as candidate optimum. Using this information,
an exact analysis is then performed on the candidate optimal designs to determine the
globally optimal solution.
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Fractional-Factorial-Design Based Optimization
The difficulty with using a gradient-based optimization method on a non-convex
constrained optimization problem is that there is no guarantee of finding a globally
optimal solution. Moreover, the resulting locally optimal solution depends on the choice
of initial design and accuracy of the approximate optimization problem.
The methodology presented in this section is a variant of a general statisticalbased design methodology known as fractional factorial design28. If, for example, there
is a design problem involving 10 design variables and each variable can take two possible
values, then there are 210 =1,024 possible designs in a full factorial format. However,
instead of examining all 1,024 designs in search of the optimal solution, only a small
subset is examined in fractional factorial design.
In the low complexity CAS model defined in Chapter III, the structure can have a
total of up to 33 stiffeners. In finding the optimal reinforcement layout, each stiffener is
theoretically pushed to either its lower or upper bound. Therefore, a full factorial design
involving two values for each of 33 stiffeners would involve the examination of over
8.5x109 designs, which is obviously impractical.
Upon evaluation of the previous optimization results, it appeared that the grid of 9
longitudinal and 24 transverse stiffener locations could be reduced in half without a
significant loss of flexibility in placing the necessary stiffeners in critical areas.
Furthermore, the optimization solutions from various approaches indicated the presence
of anywhere from 4 to 9 stiffeners for an average of about 7 stiffeners. Based on this
information, a revised reinforcement layout optimization problem is developed that can
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be stated as follows: Given a grid of 17 stiffener locations, find the optimal placement for

7 stiffeners resulting in the stiffest structure.
Considering all possible combinations of stiffeners in the revised problem, there
are 19,448 designs. In order to analyze all of these models and determine their individual
strain energy values, it would take about a month of CPU time using a dedicated
workstation, which is still not ideal.

Response Surface Methodology and Design of Experiments
The remedy involved the use of another statistical procedure known as the
response surface (RS) methodology28. The basic premise is to develop a metamodel
(e.g., an algebraic model) that is capable of predicting the response of interest in lieu of
using an exact analysis. For a low to moderately nonlinear response-to-design variable
relationship, a quadratic or second-order response surface model is adequate. For m
design variables ( xi , i = 1, m ), a fully quadratic response surface model can be expressed
as
m

m

m

U = a0 +  ai xi +  bij xi x j
i =1

(4.1)

i =1 j =1

where U˜ represents the estimated value of response, such as strain energy.

The

coefficients in Eq. (4.1) are approximated using the least squares technique based on a set
of data that gives the measured value of response for a specific design point or
combination of values for the n design variables. With 17 design variables in the revised
problem, Eq. (4.1) has a total of 171 unknown coefficients.
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There are various design of experiment (DOE) techniques that can be used to
determine the number of necessary design points and the values of design variables at
each design point28. However, regardless of the DOE technique used, the procedure for
estimating the coefficients in Eq. (4.1) is as follows:
a) Establish a design matrix (per selected DOE technique) with each row
representing a unique design point based on a different combination of values in
the range of xil  xi  xiu for design variables x1 through x17 .
b) Perform a simulation for each design point to determine the exact response value.
c) Use the least squares technique to estimate the values of coefficients in Eq. (4.1).
In this step, either VisualDOC or SAS software was used depending upon the
choice of DOE technique.
d) Test the goodness of fit for the developed model by examining various statistics.
e) Examine the accuracy of the RS model for predicting the response at design
points other than those used to generate the model.
f) Use the RS model to calculate the response values for all combinations of design
variables required.
The design matrix in step a) of the procedure for estimating response surface
coefficients is entirely dependent on the DOE technique chosen. For the purposes of this
study, only two DOE techniques are investigated. The first is a Box-Behnken28 technique
in which the design matrix consists of all possible combinations of one or two factors
(design variables) perturbed at once (i.e., xi = xiu , or xi = xil ) while all other factors are
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held at the design variable average, x =

xiu − xil
. Depending on the number of factors in
2

the problem, the number of possible combinations changes, so the choice of how to
perturb the factors affects the number of experiments required. In the second DOE
method, all factors are given a random value, xi such that xil  xi  xiu . Using the random
technique, only enough experiments to calculate the response surface coefficients is
needed; however, increasing the number of experiments does lead to a more accurate
response surface model.
Statistical analysis based on analysis of variance (ANOVA)28 can be used to
determine the accuracy of an RS model in representing the actual response values at the
fitted design points. The primary statistics29 to determine the goodness of fit include
R2 =1−

SSE
SST

(4.2)

( )n −n −p1−1

2
Radj
=1− 1− R2

RMSE =

SSE
n − p −1

(4.4)

n

(
j=1

PRESS =  U j −Ũ ( j)

2
RPRESS
=1−
n

(
j=1
(
j=1

)

2

(4.5)

PRESS
SST

(4.6)

)

(4.7)

SSE =  U j −Ũ j
n

(4.3)

2

SST =  U j −Ũ ave

)

2

(4.8)
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where p is the number of non-constant terms in the RS model, n is the number of samples
used to fit the data, U j the exact value of response at design point j, Ũ j the predicted
value of response at design point j, Ũ ( j) the predicted value of response at design point j
using the model with (n-1) design points that excludes the jth point.

LCCM4 Models and FFD Approach
The same low-complexity CAS finite element model with the orthogonal stiffener
grid layout described in the previous chapter is used for this approach. However, instead
of using all 33 different stiffener locations, three different grid options were examined
with either 16 or 17 locations that seven stiffeners could occupy. These options are
shown in Figure 4.1, with stiffener labels matching those of the previous LCCM model
shown in Figure 3.1. Stiffener locations and labels for each option are also tabulated in
Table 4.1.
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(a) 5 odd longitudinal and 12 even transverse stiffener locations

(b) 4 even longitudinal and 12 odd transverse stiffener locations

(c) 6 mixed longitudinal and 11 mixed transverse stiffener locations
Figure 4.1 Orthogonal grid of possible stiffener locations
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Table 4.1 Acceptable locations for placing the stiffeners
Stiffener
Location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Matching stiffener label in option
1
LS1
LS3
LS5
LS7
LS9

2
LS2
LS4
LS6
LS8
TS1

3
LS1
LS3
LS4
LS5
LS6

TS2
TS4
TS6
TS8
TS10
TS12
TS14
TS16
TS18
TS20
TS22
TS24

TS3
TS5
TS7
TS9
TS11
TS13
TS15
TS17
TS19
TS21
TS23
—

LS7
TS2
TS5
TS7
TS9
TS11
TS13
TS15
TS17
TS19
TS21
TS24

Using this new finite element model, dubbed LCCM4, the procedure to find the
optimal design with the lowest strain energy can be summarized as follows:
1. Given the option of interest (see Figure 4.1), develop the design matrix based on
the desired DOE method, and find the corresponding strain energy values from an
exact FE analysis.
2. Use the least squares technique to calculate the coefficients of a fully quadratic
response surface model.
3. Use the response surface model to calculate an approximate strain energy for each
design in the full factorial set (i.e., all 11440 or 19448 possible combinations of 7
stiffeners in 16 or 17 locations, respectively).
4. Identify the top 30 designs with the lowest approximate strain energy and perform
an exact analysis to find the exact strain energy for each design.
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5. Use the design with the lowest exact strain energy as the one representing the
optimal design having the greatest structural stiffness.

Solution Based on Option 1
The investigation began with option 1 in Figure 4.1-a involving 17 possible
stiffener locations. As in the previous gradient-based procedure for the LCCM, each
possible stiffener location has a single sizing design variable related to it. For the
purposes of this discussion each design variable is referred to as a factor. Initially, the
Box-Behnken technique was used, which with a two-factor at a time perturbation
procedure required a total of m = 578 response samples to describe the full design matrix
with all perturbed factor combinations; however, with 17 factors, only n = 171 response
samples are needed for estimation of the unknown coefficients in the second-order RS
model.

The extra experiments increase the accuracy of the response surface.

The

2
= 0.9982, RMSE = 2,608,
generated model has the following statistics: R2 = 0.9987, Radj

2
= 0.9973, all of which indicate a very good fit of response
PRESS = 5.8x109, and RPRESS

data by the developed second-order RS model. For comparison, an RS model based on
2
600 random samples was also developed with the following statistics: R2 = 0.9928, Radj
=

2
= 0.9848. Although these
0.9899, RMSE = 10,618, PRESS = 1.02x1011, and RPRESS

statistics indicate a reasonably good model, they are not as good as those for the BoxBehnken based model.
Since the RS model is used to primarily predict the strain energy of the model at
many design points other than the fitted points, 30 random “off design” points were
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selected to test the predictability of each model with the results shown in Table 4.2. As a
general comparison, a modified RSME in which the denominator is the number of
experiments is used. The Box-Behnken based model has an RMSEmod = 70,943 and the
one based on a random set has an RMSEmod = 67,681. The best and worst predicted
values are shown in bold in Table 4.2, with the largest error of about 25% occuring in the
Box-Behnken model. Considering these two factors, the random set shows a slight
superiority for predicting the off-design points.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of predicted and exact strain energy values at 30 random design
points in option 1
Random
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Box-Behnken RS model
Exact, lb-in
654,118
646,967
774,381
888,858
564,135
679,303
545,613
712,131
600,645
677,422
912,402
782,830
689,051
791,947
628,110
886,766
608,133
690,754
689,950
579,642
706,467
566,356
572,726
559,975
562,133
695,712
806,118
572,249
686,693
678,118

Predicted, lb-in
503,552
564,087
680,306
831,532
474,867
666,378
484,200
714,286
632,968
666,183
775,386
770,469
519,678
777,503
622,683
923,124
553,910
694,610
658,166
592,021
685,422
557,608
490,345
475,540
479,751
739,133
749,934
621,694
569,430
656,304

% Error
23.02
12.81
12.15
6.45
15.82
1.90
11.26
-0.30
-5.38
1.66
15.02
1.58
24.58
1.82
0.86
-4.10
8.92
-0.56
4.61
-2.14
2.98
1.54
14.38
15.08
14.66
-6.24
6.97
-8.64
17.08
3.22

Random RS model
Predicted, lb-in
538,243
597,154
673,820
916,368
503,651
731,914
481,334
775,955
635,990
725,204
795,845
795,282
555,294
758,003
695,434
1,016,899
585,781
735,051
701,111
590,509
650,307
585,565
523,329
481,510
558,044
783,175
818,122
606,253
575,325
723,231

%Error
17.71
7.70
12.99
-3.09
10.72
-7.74
11.78
-8.96
-5.88
-7.05
12.77
-1.59
19.41
4.29
-10.72
-14.68
3.68
-6.41
-1.62
-1.87
7.95
-3.39
8.62
14.01
0.73
-12.57
-1.49
-5.94
16.22
-6.65

After testing each RS model and understanding the estimation error in the
predicted response values, the design variable values for each of the 19,448 design points
(full factorial for 7 stiffeners in 17 possible locations) were put into each RS model and
the corresponding response (i.e., strain energy) values were calculated. The answers
were then sorted to find the top 30 design points with the lowest strain energy values. In
order to find out how well each model predicted the strain energy, an exact analysis was
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performed on each of the top 30 design points with the results shown in Table 4.3. Using
a spreadsheet, the stiffener layouts were identified for the top 30 designs obtained from
the Box-Behnken model and those predicted by the random RS model. Looking at the
exact strain energy values, the design with the lowest (exact) strain energy is not the same
as that predicted by each RS model, but the one with the lowest strain energy does show
up in the list of top 30 in both models. The design with the lowest strain energy appears
at design 3 in Box-Behnken RS model and design 17 in random RS model as noted in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Top 30 design points with the lowest strain energy in option 1
Box-Behnken RS model
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Exact, lb-in
502,438
503,878
501,816
503,075
503,585
583,338
505,252
503,223
575,486
585,403
535,404
577,058
529,157
509,231
511,506
528,412
504,163
507,328
510,859
522,000
515,340
588,181
502,912
512,245
579,773
573,635
592,166
517,672
524,514
505,698

Predicted, lb-in
352,880
357,303
358,588
365,809
369,644
369,921
371,429
373,212
375,043
376,500
378,229
380,425
381,585
382,753
382,786
382,831
383,071
383,930
385,000
385,606
386,348
387,825
389,842
390,862
391,252
391,465
391,646
392,134
393,431
394,151

Random RS model
% Error
29.77
29.09
28.54
27.29
26.60
36.59
26.49
25.84
34.83
35.69
29.36
34.08
27.89
24.84
25.16
27.55
24.02
24.32
24.64
26.13
25.03
34.06
22.48
23.70
32.52
31.76
33.86
24.25
24.99
22.06

Exact, lb-in
597,850
536,145
587,481
532,598
503,585
522,000
531,308
598,777
533,641
592,166
581,603
534,639
614,095
579,773
585,403
575,486
501,816
507,328
615,135
538,379
607,728
606,612
599,600
533,228
533,128
591,620
612,212
502,438
550,212
533,798

Predicted, lb-in
370,777
375,147
382,631
386,071
389,681
390,282
394,597
394,779
395,931
396,761
397,733
398,025
399,247
399,450
401,035
401,805
402,647
403,138
403,267
404,092
404,989
405,729
405,744
406,017
407,649
408,024
408,505
408,876
408,962
410,105

%Error
37.98
30.03
34.87
27.51
22.62
25.23
25.73
34.07
25.81
33.00
31.61
25.55
34.99
31.10
31.49
30.18
19.76
20.54
34.44
24.94
33.36
33.12
32.33
23.86
23.54
31.03
33.27
18.62
25.67
23.17

There are a few items of interest with regard to the results in Table 4.3 and the
procedure developed for finding the optimum solution using the fractional factorial
design. Typically, an RS model is developed and used to approximate the response at the
interior design points, i.e., points at which the design variables are not all at their lower or
upper bounds. In contrast, the RS model is used for the specific purpose of estimating the
response for design points where design variables are either at their lower or upper
bounds. This is the reason why relatively large errors are encountered in Table 4.3.
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However, the estimated responses are only used to bracket the correct answer, and the
exact analysis results determine the optimal design. By considering the top 30 designs
with the lowest estimated strain energy values, the optimal design is bracketed.
However, in some problems, it may be necessary to consider more than the top 30 to be
sure that the set includes the optimal design. This is a function of the accuracy of the
developed RS model.

Considering both DOE procedures, the approach based on a

random set of design points is used for the other two options.
The optimal design for option 1 (LCCM4-a), as identified in bold in Table 4.3, is
the one where the seven retained stiffeners are placed at LS_3, LS_5, LS_7, TS_12,
TS_16, TS_20, and TS_24 locations as shown in Figure 4.2, with a strain energy of
501,816 lb-in and total stiffener mass of 90,778 lb.

Figure 4.2 Optimal reinforcement layout for option 1, LCCM4-a

Solution Based on Option 2
As seen in Figure 4.1-b, option 2 or LCCM4-b only has 16 stiffeners. In order to
calculate the response surface coefficients for this case, a design matrix consisting of only
153 response samples is required. However, in order to try and keep a consistent level of
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accuracy between each option, 600 responses are obtained and used in the calculation of
the response surface. The generated model has the following statistics: R2 = 0.9927,
2
2
Radj
= 0.9902, RMSE = 11,622, PRESS = 1.18x10 , and RPRESS
= 0.9857, indicating that
11

the response surface fits the random set of 600 responses very well, as in the case of
option 1. The off-design points should be described with the same general accuracy as
found with the random set in option 1.

Table 4.4 Top 30 design points with the lowest strain energy in option 2
Random RS model
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Exact, lb-in
514,684
510,278
488,167
510,548
514,083
514,390
510,981
511,766
536,772
528,906
516,052
519,163
512,546
517,691
512,570
538,898
517,742
500,132
539,048
540,716
512,399
525,307
512,625
513,037
508,024
512,250
530,064
518,355
498,652
540,531

Predicted, lb-in
382,418
394,322
398,075
400,690
401,614
403,091
403,225
407,271
407,622
409,597
411,080
411,447
412,574
414,333
414,960
415,232
416,619
417,110
417,383
417,522
417,941
417,984
419,759
419,915
420,686
421,106
421,276
421,920
422,019
422,121

% Error
25.70
22.72
18.46
21.52
21.88
21.64
21.09
20.42
24.06
22.56
20.34
20.75
19.50
19.97
19.04
22.95
19.53
16.60
22.57
22.78
18.43
20.43
18.12
18.15
17.19
17.79
20.52
18.60
15.37
21.91
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When considering 16 stiffener positions, the full factorial model consists of
11,440 design points. As in option 1, with results shown in Table 4.4, the top 30 designs
with the lowest strain energy were identified and an exact FE analysis was performed to
determine the best design among the ones isolated. For option 2, the optimal design
(LCCM4-b) is the one where the seven retained stiffeners are placed at LS_2, LS_4,
LS_6, LS_8, TS_15, TS_19, and TS_23 locations as shown in Figure 4.3.

This

arrangement gives a strain energy of 488,167 lb-in and total stiffener mass of 107,180 lb.

Figure 4.3 Optimal reinforcement layout for option 2, LCCM4-b

Since option 2 only requires 11,440 design points to describe the full factorial
design, the full set was run in order to determine the accuracy of the FFD-based
optimization procedure and whether the top 30 design points—according to the RS
model’s response predictions—do indeed bracket the optimal design. At about 90 CPU
seconds per analysis, it took approximately two full weeks to obtain the full factorial
solution.
After calculating the exact FE strain energy values for 11,440 designs, the design
in Figure 4.3 was found to be the optimal solution among the 11,440 designs in the full
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factorial set. Table 4.5 shows the top 30 designs according to their exact strain energy
values and where they would be placed according to the predictions made by the RS
model. The exact and estimated strain energy values and relative error figures are also
included in the table. The data in Table 4.5 shows that for the best five designs to be
included in the RS-based response bracket, it is necessary to consider the top 132
estimated responses; likewise, the inclusion of the best 30 design points requires the
bracketing of 1,025 estimated responses.

Table 4.5 Comparison of top 30 designs based on exact FE analysis and their RS-based
rankings
Exact Rankings

RS-based Rankings

U , lb-in.

Ũ , lb-in.

% Error

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

3
55
103
132
79
256
111
101
601
193
149
29
294
594
52
18
39
133
1,025
119
277
799
576
45
237
651
611
25
66
96

488,167
488,635
490,047
490,300
491,807
491,980
492,152
495,306
496,601
498,532
498,605
498,652
499,111
499,349
499,381
500,132
500,381
501,605
502,841
503,860
504,273
504,628
505,784
506,233
506,523
507,494
507,514
508,024
508,156
509,172

398,075
431,346
442,509
446,036
437,585
462,175
443,711
441,920
485,355
455,065
448,839
422,019
465,410
484,780
430,611
417,110
426,135
446,041
506,999
444,714
463,813
495,915
483,741
428,943
460,492
487,927
485,785
420,686
434,199
441,158

-18.5
-11.7
-9.7
-9.0
-11.0
-6.1
-9.8
-10.8
-2.3
-8.7
-10.0
-15.4
-6.8
-2.9
-13.8
-16.6
-14.8
-11.1
0.8
-11.7
-8.0
-1.7
-4.4
-15.3
-9.1
-3.9
-4.3
-17.2
-14.6
-13.4
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Solution Based on Option 3
For option 3, seen in Figure 4.1-c, the stiffener layout is chosen based on previous
experience both with the gradient-based optimization and fractional factorial design
methods. Based on results from Chapter II and III, stiffeners that appeared infrequently
are placed in more commonly stiffened regions. As in option 1, 17 stiffeners are kept,
and the procedure involving the random set of 600 design points is repeated. This model
has very similar statistics to the random sets generated in options 1 and 2 and are as
2
2
= 0.9889, RMSE = 10,318, PRESS = 9.78x1010, and RPRESS
=
follows: R2 = 0.9920, Radj

0.9830. Again, 19,448 design points are calculated using the RS model.
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Table 4.6 Top 30 design points with the lowest strain energy in option 3
Random RS model
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Exact, lb-in
490,762
511,946
512,176
493,248
495,790
501,556
533,353
505,906
493,951
514,015
509,323
499,281
499,663
502,630
501,701
499,157
520,297
512,484
495,833
493,178
509,814
505,582
501,806
514,942
513,266
528,446
520,328
511,794
512,169
510,664

Predicted, lb-in
368,303
391,628
391,838
401,694
402,749
403,260
405,323
405,829
406,452
406,849
407,294
407,308
407,777
408,217
408,870
408,943
410,856
411,032
413,283
413,670
413,784
414,246
414,734
415,117
415,338
415,980
417,609
418,660
419,017
419,226

% Error
24.95
23.50
23.50
18.56
18.77
19.60
24.00
19.78
17.71
20.85
20.03
18.42
18.39
18.78
18.50
18.07
21.03
19.80
16.65
16.12
18.84
18.07
17.35
19.39
19.08
21.28
19.74
18.20
18.19
17.91

The top 30 designs with the lowest strain energy are shown in Table 4.6. The
seven stiffeners in optimal design (LCCM4-c) must be placed at LS_3, LS_4, LS_6,
LS_7, TS_15, TS_19, and TS_24 locations, as shown in Figure 4.4, to obtain the
minimum strain energy of 490,762 lb-in and total stiffener mass of 108,841 lb.
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Figure 4.4 Optimal reinforcement layout for option 3, LCCM4-c

Composite Objective Function FFD
The results in Figures. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show that when there is no restriction on
the amount of mass that can be used to stiffen the structure, the optimizer gives
preference to longitudinal over the transverse stiffeners in order to obtain the stiffest
structure possible.

In all three options, it appears that the most common stiffener

locations are at or near LS_3, LS_6, TS_15, TS_20, and TS_24.

Table 4.7 Comparison of LCCM4 results using the FFD approach
Property
No. of longitudinal stiffeners
No. of transverse stiffeners
Stiffener mass, lb
Strain energy, lb-in
Average stiffener size, in.
Max deflection, in.
Buckling LF_1

LCCM4-a LCCM4-b LCCM4-c LCCM4-d
3
4
90,778
501,816
6.20
1.98
4.03

4
3
107,180
488,167
6.20
1.75
4.99

4
3
108,841
490,762
6.20
1.75
4.19

2
5
69,143
553,191
6.20
2.27
2.46

Comparing the FFD-based results in Table 4.7 with those in Table 3.2, it appears
that LCCM2 and LCCM3-a have very similar strain energy values to those of LCCM4-b
and LCCM4-c, but with an average of approximately 24% less mass. The fact that there
was no mass consideration in FFD-based designs changes the problem set up from that in
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LCCM1 through LCCM3. In order to give total stiffener mass more consideration in
finding the optimal layout in FFD-based procedure, a composite objective function was
developed in the form
 M 
 U 
F = c1
+ c2
 M max
 U max

(4.9)

where both stiffener mass and total strain energy are considered, but at different
weighting factors.

In Eq. (4.9), M represents the mass of seven retained stiffeners,

M max is the total stiffener mass if there is a stiffener at every possible location (i.e., 17 in

option 1 for M max = 175,239 lb, 16 in option 2 for M max = 157,876 lb, and 17 in option 3
for M max = 195,184 lb), U is the exact strain energy of the stiffened structure, and
U max = 1,656,707 lb-in is the strain energy of the unstiffened structure (i.e., all stiffeners

at lower bound of 0.01 in).
Using the RS model for options 1 through 3, the composite objective function
values, F (Eq. 4.9) for the full factorial set were calculated with c1 = 0.3 and c2 = 0.7.
Once again, the designs in each set were ranked and the top 30 with the lowest F values
were identified. An exact FE analysis was performed for the designs in top 30 in each
option. The designs from all three options were compared, and the one with the lowest F
value was found to be that shown in Figure 4.5. This design has an F value of 0.34 and a
total stiffener mass of 69,143 lb for a mass fraction of approximately 21%.
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Figure 4.5 Best FFD-based reinforcement layout (LCCM4-d) using the composite
objective function

FFD Results Summary
Fractional factorial design seems to show a lot of promise for finding a globally
optimal solution to the structural reinforcement layout problem. Despite the inaccuracies
of the response surface model, if a large enough subset is retained for the exact analysis, a
global minimum strain energy can be obtained. Other design of experiment techniques
may need to be investigated to provide a more accurate subset for exact analysis.
In order to obtain the same characteristics between the FFD procedures and the
gradient-based techniques, a composite objective function is required. The strain energy
alone is not the only measure for the efficiency of a design. In the gradient-based
methods, the mass of the stiffeners is taken into account, and the composite objective
function brings that capability into this procedure.

Another important factor,

manufacturability, is inherent to the problem statement in fractional factorial design,
since the number of desired stiffeners is specified.
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With the knowledge gained from both the gradient-based and fractional-factorialdesign, a final stiffener topology is defined and used for sizing optimization of the CAS
structure as discussed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER V
SIZING OPTIMIZATION OF CAS WITH IMPROVED
REINFORCEMENT LAYOUT
Introduction
This chapter explores the value of the layout optimization techniques previously
discussed in search of a minimum-weight CAS design.

A general summary of the

reinforcement layout optimization results from each approach is explained in the first
section. While there is a great deal of variability in these results because of local minima
effects, a general sense of stiffener placement can be observed. Based on locations at
which stiffeners were most commonly placed and other factors such as manufacturability,
a compromised layout for the CAS structure is determined and set-up for sizing
optimization.
In the second section, the finite element model and sizing optimization procedure
are discussed.

A uniform and non-uniform panel definition is used to describe the

thicknesses of the outer skin. While the stiffener layouts determined in the previous
sections were optimized based on global stiffness considerations, the optimization of skin
panel thicknesses is found to be adequate to satisfy all of the required local strain and
buckling

constraints.

Once

the
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results

for

each

model

are
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obtained, the final weight characteristics of the CAS structure are compared to a baseline
model from an earlier investigation.

Summary of Layout Optimization Results and Final Configuration
In the past three chapters, three different methodologies for finding the optimal
structural reinforcement layout for the CAS structure and associated loading and
boundary conditions were explored. The methodologies involved the use of a highcomplexity and two low-complexity finite-element models of the CAS structure.
The solution to the high complexity model had the least amount of restrictions in
terms of placing the reinforcement patches in the critical locations. Since the highcomplexity model resulted in a non-convex optimization problem, and a mathematical
programming technique was used to solve the problem, the resulting solution represents
only a local optimum. Had the design been started at a different initial design point, it is
possible that the final solution would have been different.
The low-complexity models separated the skin and stiffener elements with the
latter placed according to a pre-positioned orthogonal grid.

The use of orthogonal

reinforcement grid restricted the topology optimization problem but also reduced the
problem size by decreasing the number of design variables. The solutions were found to
be significantly influenced by the choice of stiffener mass fraction, skin thickness, as well
as the upper bound on cross-sectional size of stiffeners.

Among the approaches

examined, the one based on the combination of total stiffener mass and average sizing
constraints provided the best results.
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The use of FFD in combination with RSM for reinforcement layout optimization
was also examined. Based on the previous results and in an effort to reduce the number
of design simulations required for developing a RS model, the orthogonal grid of stiffener
locations was reduced from 33 to 17. The methodology proved effective in finding the
layout that gave the lowest strain energy value. However, this method is also limited by
the geometry of the orthogonal grid used. Nonetheless, the FFD-based solutions helped
in clarifying the results obtained previously from the gradient-based solutions and
associated modeling schemes.
In all the cases examined, local constraints such as buckling and deflection
increased the computational intensity of the optimization problem without having a great
impact on the reinforcement layout.

Figure 5.1 Revised stiffener layout for CAS geometry

Generally speaking, the CAS topology optimization problem is a very difficult
problem since the ability to find a “unique” or “the” optimal reinforcement layout is
widely impacted by such factors as the applied load, boundary conditions, and stiffener
mass fraction. The best way to interpret the results of topology optimization in this
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section is that they provide a general guidance for stiffener placement. It is with this
understanding that the final reinforcement layout as shown in Figure 5.1 was developed.
Dubbed CAS04, the final layout consists of 8 transverse and two longitudinal stiffeners.
The stiffeners are placed mostly based on HCCM and LCCM4 results.

Sizing Optimization Model and Set-up
In an attempt to try and quantify the value of the reinforcement layout described
in the last section, a sizing optimization procedure is implemented and compared to
previous results. The sizing optimization results generated by Sprecace6, Keesecker7, and
Rais-Rohani et al.8 are used for comparison. The general stiffener placement for this
model was determined using balanced weight and fabrication requirements while exact
positioning and sizes were based on a parametric study and preliminary analysis. In the
original (or baseline) model, there are 10 transverse stiffeners and a single longitudinal
stiffener. The baseline and CAS04 stiffener finite element models are shown in Figure
5.2. All stiffeners are in the shape of a closed hat-section (as in the baseline model) with
identical perimeter dimensions.
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TS_1

LS_1
TS_8

Figure 5.2 FE models of the baseline (top), and CAS04 layouts

The FE models for the baseline and CAS04 configurations are very similar, and
only the details of the CAS04 model are discussed here. For detailed information on the
sizing optimization performed on the baseline configuration, refer to reference 8. The
CAS04 finite element model is made entirely of shell elements (18,604 4-noded,
quadrilateral and 350 3-noded, triangular) for a total of 96,678 degrees of freedom. The
material properties are the same as those defined previously in Table 2.1 whereas the ply
pattern and material composition of individual laminates are described in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Material systems for the skin and stiffeners in CAS04 model
Structural Part

Material System

GRP Ply Pattern

Thickness

Crown
Transition
Main
Base Joint
Stiff. Flange
Stiff. Web
Stiff. Cap

Steel
GRP
GRP
Steel/GRP/Steel
GRP
GRP
GRP

N/A
[0-90/0-90/±45/±45/0-90]S
[0-90/0-90/±45/±45/0-90]S
[0-90/0-90/±45/±45/0-90]S
[±45/±45/±45/±45/±45]S
[±45/±45/±45/±45/±45]S
[±45/±45/0/0/±45/±45/±45]S

tst
[t/dT/t/dT/t]s
[t/dM/t/dM/t]s
[tst1/t/dB/t/dB/t/t/dB/t/dB/t/tst2]
[t/df/t/df/t]s
[t/dw/t/dw/t]s
[t/dc1/t/dc2/t/dc1/t]s

The Crown region is kept as a single layer of steel with a fixed thickness. For all
other parts, the GRP laminates are simplified into a group of fixed and design layers. The
fixed layers denoted by “t” are solely for strain recovery with a thickness of 0.0001 in.
whereas those with “d” designation are treated as design layers with thickness determined
in the optimization process. Therefore, the Transition, Main, and Base Joint laminates
have two designable layers of equal thickness (one for ±45 plies and another for 0/90
plies) and three strain recovery layers, one above each designable group and another near
the laminate’s plane of symmetry.
The stiffener laminates are also modeled in a similar fashion, but are dominated
by ±45 plies with unidirectional layers (of different thickness from the ±45 plies)
appearing only in the cap regions. At the stiffener intersection regions, only the
unidirectional plies are carried over making the caps in those regions thicker than
everywhere else. The placement of strain recovery layers at the top of each design ply
group allows for reasonable measurement of bending effects even though the simplified
laminates do not have exactly the same out-of-plane stiffness characteristics as those with
interchanging thinner plies of ±45 and 0/90 angles.
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In order to allow for independent variation of thickness during design
optimization, the elements at the stiffener-flange/skin interface regions are duplicated.
Furthermore, the position of the bottom layer of stiffener flanges is linked to the
thickness of the attached skin keeping the two surfaces in contact as skin and flange
thicknesses are changed. Similar to the Crown, the thicknesses of steel plates in the Base
Joint regions (i.e., tst1 and tst2) are kept constant and equal to those in the baseline model.

Sizing Optimization Problem
In its general form, the optimization problem is set up to determine the optimal
values of design variables x that would
min

W = f (x)

s.t.

g bj (x)  0

j = 1,NMODE

gks (x)  0

k = 1,NST

glm (x)  0

l = 1,NM

x il  x i  x iu

i = 1,NDV

(5.1)

where W represents the total weight of the structure, which is a function of NDV sizing
variables that control the wall thickness of skin and stiffener elements within the
specified side constraints. The design constraints g b impose a lower bound limit of 3.0 on
load factors corresponding to NMODE = 10 buckling modes whereas g s limit the
maximum strain in the designated strain-recovery layers in stiffener and skin elements for
a total of NST strain constraints, where NST can potentially reach as high as 988,780.
The strength allowable values for ply strains as well as the buckling allowable stress are
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shown in Table 5.2. Lastly, the manufacturing constraints g m impose such limits as

dw ° d f , dc1 ° d w , and Tcap  Tmax where T represents the total thickness. The optimizer is
allowed to increase the thickness of unidirectional plies in stiffener caps as long as the
total thickness does not exceed the imposed limit.

Table 5.2 Allowable limits and corresponding factors of safety
Strength Quantity

Allowable Value

Factor of Safety

GRP Tensile (Compressive) Strain
GRP In-plane Shear Strain
GRP Transverse Shear Stress
Buckling Pressure

0.003 (-0.0025) in/in
±0.005 in/in
±1346.0 psi
20.833 psi

4
4
4
3

The optimization problem in Eq. (5.1) is solved using the Modified Method of
Feasible Directions24 for both a uniform and non-uniform skin model as described next.

Uniform CAS Sizing Optimization Results
In this model, the GRP layers in the Base Joint and Main regions are controlled by
the same design variable, keeping dB and dM (see Table 5.1) equal and uniform over the
whole structure. The Transition region is also kept at a constant thickness that is
controlled by dT. Also, each stiffener’s wall thickness is defined by four separate design
variables, df, dw, dc1, and dc2. Overall, the uniform-skin model is controlled by a total of
42 independent design variables, two for the skin and 40 for the stiffeners. The listing of
design variables is shown in Table 5.3. The symbols F and U refer to the GRP fabric and
unidirectional layers in the cap of each stiffener, respectively.
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Table 5.3 Description of designed parts in uniform CAS04 model
Label
Part
Skin Main (skin)
Tran Transition (skin)
TS_1 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_2 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_3 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_4 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_5 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_6 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_7 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_8 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
LS_1 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
LS_2 Flange
Web
Cap F/U

DV No.
1
2
3
4
5/6
7
8
9/10
11
12
13/14
15
16
17/18
19
20
21/22
23
24
25/26
27
28
29/30
31
32
33/34
35
36
37/38
39
40
41/42

Starting at an initial feasible design weighing 107,356 lb, the optimizer was able
to reach convergence (in 12 design cycles) at an optimal design weighing 75,466 lb, for a
30% weight reduction. The plot of objective function history is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Optimization convergence plot for uniform and non-uniform CAS04

Of the 571 retained design constraints in the final optimization cycle, 48 are
active at the optimal design point, which include the lowest four buckling load factors,
four manufacturing constraints, as well as 40 maximum strain constraints that are
primarily in the 0/90 layer of the skin (i.e., Main and Transition) and the various flange,
web, and cap layers of TS_3, TS_5, TS_7, and TS_8. Figure 5.4 shows the active
elements with at least one of the composite layers at the maximum allowable strain.
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Figure 5.4 Uniform CAS active elements

Table 5.4 shows the weight distribution among individual groups, with the
percentage of total weight attributed to each group shown inside parentheses. In
comparing the uniform model to the baseline design, the greatest weight reduction (59%)
is in the stiffeners followed by the Transition region at 31% and the Main region at 24%.
For the Transition and Main skin regions, the percent reduction in thickness is equal to
that of weight.

Table 5.4 Component weight distributions in initial and optimal CAS04 designs
Component
Stiffeners
Base Joint
Main (skin)
Transition (skin)
Crown
Total

Initial Design, lb
30,811 (29%)
19,943 (18%)
44,950 (42%)
5,103 (5%)
6,549 (6%)
107,356

Final Uniform, lb
12,780 (17%)
18,589 (24%)
34,020 (45%)
3,528 (5%)
6,549 (9%)
75,466

Final Non-Uniform, lb
13,168 (20%)
17,246 (26%)
25,139 (38%)
4,110 (6%)
6,549 (10%)
66,211
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The variations in stiffener weight are the direct result of variations in wall
thickness as depicted by the charts in Figure 5.5. Bars 1 through 8 identify the transverse
stiffeners TS_1 through TS_8 whereas bars 9 and 10 identify longitudinal stiffeners LS_1
and LS_2 (see Figure 5.2). In each plot, the wall thickness is normalized by the initial cap
thickness.
At an average normalized thickness of 0.57, the caps represent the thickest part of
the stiffeners, followed by the webs and flanges at average normalized thicknesses of
0.20 and 0.17, respectively. Transverse stiffeners TS_6 and TS_7 have the thickest caps
(with unidirectional layers at maximum thickness) followed closely by TS_8. Except for
TS_4, the cap thickness in the remaining stiffeners is below average. The ratio of
unidirectional layer to total cap thickness ranges from a minimum of 32% in TS_1 and
LS_2 to a maximum of 43% in TS_5. Similar to the caps, the webs in TS_6 and TS_7 are
the two largest with the rest near or below the average, including LS_1 that has the
thinnest web. As for flanges, the trend is very similar to that for the webs with TS_6
having the largest thickness followed closely only by TS_7. The flanges in TS_1 and
LS_1 are at minimum thickness.
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Figure 5.5 Thickness distributions among the stiffeners in CAS04 models
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Non-Uniform CAS Sizing Optimization Results
In this model, the skin is allowed to vary in thickness from one numbered section
to another as depicted in Figure 5.6. In order to eliminate surface discontinuity at skinstiffener interface and at the Base Joint, the GRP laminate thickness beneath all stiffeners
(i.e., Section 20) and at the Base Joint (i.e., Section 18) are controlled by one common
design variable. Section 20 extends one finite element beyond the edge of each stiffener
flange. With the stiffeners kept uniform along the length and controlled by four design
variables each, the non-uniform model of CAS04 is defined by a total of 59 independent
design variables as listed in Table 5.5.

1

1

1

7

1

8

3

4
2

1

1

5

9

13

14
16

10

6

20

15

Figure 5.6 Non-uniform model of CAS04

The design cycle history for the non-uniform case is shown in Figure 5.3.
Following 14 optimization cycles, the solution reached convergence at an optimal design
weighing 66,211 lb, which is 38% lighter than the initial design. There are 82 active
constraints at the final design, including all 10 buckling modes along with 68 maximum
strain (45 in Main skin, 3 in Transition skin, 1 in TS_2 cap, 11 in TS_7 web, 2 in TS_7
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cap, and 6 in TS_8 web) and four stiffener wall thickness (i.e., manufacturing)
constraints. The active elements with strain values at the maximum allowable value are
shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Non-uniform CAS active elements

The normalized thickness values for the stiffeners are also shown in Figure 5.5.
The caps in five out of ten stiffeners are thicker than the average normalized value of
0.61, with three at the upper bound. Though thinner than the rest in this model, the caps
in longitudinal stiffeners are thicker than those in the uniform model. The ratio of
unidirectional layer to total cap thickness ranges from a minimum of 22% in LS_1 to a
maximum of 69% in TS_7. In TS_3, TS_6, TS_7, and TS_8, the unidirectional layer
makes up more than 50% of the total cap thickness. The stiffener webs have also become
bulkier, with most near the average normalized thickness of 0.21. Transverse stiffener
TS_2 has the thinnest web section. A noticeable difference appears in the flange
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thickness. With an average normalized thickness of 0.17, the stiffeners in this model are
much thicker than the uniform model. Because of increased thickness variability in the
skin, the stiffeners have become larger. It is worth noting that while in the uniform model
LS_2 is larger than LS_1, the opposite is true in the non-uniform model.

Table 5.5 Description of designed parts in non-uniform CAS04 model
Label
Sk_1
Sk_2
Sk_3
Sk_4
Sk_5
Sk_6
Sk_7
Sk_8
Sk_9
Sk_10
Sk_11
Sk_12
Sk_13
Sk_14
Sk_15
Sk_16
Sk_17
Tran
Dub
TS_1

TS_2

TS_3

TS_4

TS_5

Part
Main skin panel 1
Main skin panel 2
Main skin panel 3
Main skin panel 4
Main skin panel 5
Main skin panel 6
Main skin panel 7
Main skin panel 8
Main skin panel 9
Main skin panel 10
Main skin panel 11
Main skin panel 12
Main skin panel 13
Main skin panel 14
Main skin panel 15
Main skin panel 16
Main skin panel 17
Transition skin (19)
Doubler skin (18 & 20)
Flange
Web
Cap F/U
Flange
Web
Cap F/U
Flange
Web
Cap F/U
Flange
Web
Cap F/U
Flange
Web
Cap F/U

DV No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22/23
24
25
26/27
28
29
30/31
32
33
34/35
36
37
38/39
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Table 5.5

(Continued)
TS_6 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_7 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
TS_8 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
LS_1 Flange
Web
Cap F/U
LS_2 Flange
Web
Cap F/U

40
41
42/43
44
45
46/47
48
49
50/51
52
53
54/55
56
57
58/59

The initial and final values of skin thickness in the uniform and non-uniform
CAS04 models are shown in Figure 5.8. The thickness in each section is normalized with
respect to the initial thickness of the Base Joint (Section 18). Except for Section 16, the
final thickness in every section is less than that at the initial design. There are eight
sections with thickness greater than the average normalized value of 0.41. The lower skin
sections in the middle of the structure are generally thicker than the rest with the thickest
being Section 16. Compared to the uniform model, four sections have larger thickness in
the non-uniform case.

100
1.00

Initial

Uniform

Non-Uniform

Normalized Thickness

0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Skin Section

Figure 5.8 Thickness distribution among skin sections in the CAS04 models

The weight of each structural component and its percent contribution to the total
weight in each design are shown in Table 5.2. The most obvious trade-off appears to be
between the Main region and the stiffeners. In the non-uniform model, the stiffeners
make up a larger portion of the total weight as compared to the uniform model.

Design Sensitivity Analysis
Figure 5.9 shows the values of normalized sensitivity derivatives of the objective
function and first buckling load factor with respect to design variables in the uniform
model at the optimal design point. The normalized magnitude shows how sensitive a
design response such as objective function or constraint is to a change in a particular
design variable.
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Figure 5.9 Normalized sensitivities of CAS weight (top) and first buckling load factor
with respect to design variables in uniform CAS04 model

As expected, the weight is most sensitive to thickness of the main skin whereas the first
buckling load factor is most sensitive to the web thickness in LS_1.
Figure 5.10 shows the normalized sensitivities for the non-uniform CAS04 model
at the optimal design point. In this case, weight is most sensitive to design variable 19,
which defines the thickness of the doubler skin (number 20 in Figure 5.6) as well as the
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GRP layer in the Base Joint region. As for buckling, skin panel 1 (Figure 5.6) has the
greatest influence followed by design variable 19.

Normalized Sensitivity

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58
Design Variable

Normalized Sensitivity

1.0
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0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58
Design Variable

Figure 5.10 Normalized sensitivities of CAS weight (top) and first buckling load factor
with respect to design variables in non-uniform CAS04 model

Comparison with Baseline Model
In order to measure the impact of the revised stiffener layout on optimal weight,
the results of the non-uniform CAS04 had to be compared with those of the baseline
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model (see Figure 5.2). For the comparison to be fair, the baseline model was also
divided into multiple sections similar to CAS04 model in Figure 5.6. Also the laminate
and material properties in each region were made the same in the two models. However,
the only difference that could not be reconciled was the fact that in the CAS04 model the
height and width dimensions of the hat-shaped longitudinal and transverse stiffeners are
equal to those of the transverse stiffeners in the baseline model, whereas the longitudinal
stiffeners in the baseline model are slightly narrower and shorter than the transverse
stiffeners. For the same loading and boundary conditions and initial design point, the
optimal design for the baseline model was found to weigh 68,654 lb or approximately
3.6% heavier than the optimized CAS04 model. In all components (i.e., Stiffeners, Main
Skin, Transition, and Base Joint), the optimal CAS04 was lighter than its baseline
counterpart.
Due to the fact that two locally as opposed to globally optimal designs are being
compared, a different initial design point was chosen (i.e., thicker initial skin thickness
and thinner stiffener wall thickness) and the optimization solution was repeated, keeping
the optimization method and solution parameters exactly the same. For the CAS04
model, the optimal design was found to weigh 66,655 lb versus 69,789 lb for the baseline
model. Therefore, it appears that the new stiffener layout helped to reduce the weight of
the structure more than the layout used in the baseline model.
As a structural response comparison, the first buckling mode and static deflection
of the initial and the two optimal CAS04 designs are shown in Figure 5.11 at a
magnification factor of 20. For the initial design, the first buckling load factor is
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calculated to be 9.70 whereas for the optimal uniform and non-uniform designs, it is 3.01.
In general, the buckling modes are of local type as they are confined to the skin panels
with minimal deformation of the surrounding stiffeners. The maximum deflection in the
initial design is approximately 1.35 in. whereas that in the two optimal designs is
approximately 2.14 in.

(a) Initial design

(b) Optimal uniform
Figure 5.11 Comparison of first buckling mode (left column) and static deflection in the
initial and optimal CAS04 designs
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(c) Optimal non-uniform
Figure 5.11 (Continued)

Alternative Layouts
There was some disagreement on the exact placement of stiffeners between the
various layout optimization methodologies.

Some of the resulting configurations

suggested that all or some of the longitudinal stiffeners could possibly be removed. In
order to investigate these effects, two alternative models, shown in Figure 5.12 were
created. The first alternative layout (Figure 5.12-a) has LS_1 completely removed, while
in the second alternative (Figure 5.12-b), the exterior sections of LS_1 and the middle
portion of LS_2 are removed.

a) LS_1 removed
Figure 5.12 Alternative stiffener configurations Figure 5.12
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b) Exterior LS_1, middle LS_2 removed
Figure 5.12 (Continued)

The same initial design was used for each case, but the skin layouts had to be
modified slightly. The skin panels under the removed stiffener or stiffener segment were
simply added to the adjacent skin panels. With the entire upper longitudinal stiffener
removed (Figure 5.12-a), the optimized CAS model weighed 71,487 lbs, a 7.4% increase
in weight. The second configuration with stiffener segments removed (Figure 5.12-b)
produced slightly better results but was still 5.0% heavier with a final weight of 69,671
lbs.
Despite the variability in the configurations obtained using the various layout
optimization methodologies, the general stiffener placement is still valuable information.
While the configuration chosen for the CAS might not be the globally optimal solution, it
does help reduce the overall weight of the structure.

Sizing Optimization Summary
Guided by the topology optimization results, a new detailed FE model of CAS04,
with stiffeners placed near their optimal locations, was developed. By solving the
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corresponding constrained sizing optimization problem, the optimal wall thickness values
for individual stiffeners as well as the skin panels were obtained.
The results of various sizing optimization problems are summarized in Table 5.6.
The second column in the table gives the weight distribution for the original baseline
model studied by Keesecker7. The third column shows the shows the distribution for the
optimal baseline model having a very similar paneling and laminate definitions as in
CAS04 but with the original stiffener placement. The last column shows the results for
the non-uniform CAS04 with revised stiffener layout.
The comparison of the optimal non-uniform CAS04 model (column 4, Table 5.6)
with minimum-weight optimal baseline design (column 3, Table 5.6) shows a total
weight savings of 2,443 lb (3.6%) whereas the comparison of the non-uniform CAS04
(column 4, Table 5.6) with the baseline weight (column 2, Table 5.6) shows a weight
savings of more than 19%.

Table 5.6 Weight distributions in various CAS designs
Structural
Group
Skin
Transition
Crown
Base Joint
Tran. Stiffeners
Long. Stiffeners
Total

Baseline
Weight, lb
39,076
5,101
6,551
20,241
8,644
2,237
81,850

Optimal Baseline
Weight, lb
25,802
5,370
6,551
17,624
12,010
1,298
68,654

Optimal Non-uniform
CAS04 Weight, lb
25,139
4,110
6,549
17,246
9,011
4,157
66,211

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Reinforcement Layout and Sizing Optimization
Three different alternative reinforcement layout optimization methodologies were
presented and applied to the composite advanced sail (CAS) structure, resulting in several
different optimal layout configurations.
The first approach uses a nonlinear thickness-to-topology design variable
relationship to control the movement of material into areas that greatly enhance structural
stiffness and minimize the strain energy. The resulting high-complexity CAS model
(HCCM) with 2,278 independent design variables and three different constraint
formulations was used to find the placement of internal stiffeners.
In order to try and reduce computational requirements and simplify the procedure
and problem setup, a low complexity CAS (LCCM) model was developed with a similar
sizing-topology methodology and four different constraint formulations. The LCCM
model only had 33 design variables, significantly decreasing computational time. With
both the HCCM and LCCM, the local constraints such as buckling and displacement
were found to have a minimal effect on the optimal stiffener layout.
Since the CAS optimization problem is highly non-convex, it is difficult to find a
globally optimal solution.

With this in mind, the use of a more robust
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optimization procedure based on fractional-factorial-design (FFD) and response surface
methodologies was examined.
Considering that the combinations of all possible stiffener configurations in the
LCCM result in several billion different layouts, a fractional factorial design technique
was used to identify a reduced set of possible optimal layouts for analysis. Design of
experiment methods were used to sample the design space, while a response surface
model was used to calculate approximate objective function values. The top design
layouts were retained for exact analysis and a globally optimal solution was obtained.
A compromise of all three-layout optimization methodologies was used to
determine a final stiffener configuration for the CAS, and a sizing optimization was
performed to minimize weight. When compared to that for baseline configuration sizing
optimization results, the new stiffener configuration proved to be significantly superior in
its weight characteristics.

Conclusions
The reinforcement layout optimization approaches developed in Chapters II and
III of this study are useful for determining possible stiffener configurations that can
provide enhanced stiffness and structural efficiency. However, setting up a problem in
this manner is not a trivial task. Among the intricacies explored, local effects such as
buckling and displacement are insignificant to the determination of an optimal stiffener
layout for this problem. Strain energy and material constraints such as mass fraction or
design variable average are practical and necessary to the layout optimization problem.
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Non-convex optimization problems pose serious problems for gradient-based
optimization solutions. Due to the presence of local minima, parameters such as skin
thickness, initial design, and mass fraction can change the reinforcement layout solution
results drastically. The fractional-factorial-design methodology explored in Chapter IV is
an effective approach to minimizing the effect of local minima, finding a truly global
optimum.
The use of any one of these reinforcement layout optimization techniques
provides insight into which areas of a structure might require extra support. A stiffener
configuration based on these approaches can provide both a lighter and stiffer structure;
however, the engineer still plays a vital role in determining actual stiffener placement.
The layouts generated with these methodologies should be viewed as a general guide to
stiffener placement. Considerations such as practicality, manufacturability, and cost must
be taken into account when deciding on an actual stiffener configuration.

Future Work
There are several avenues that need further investigation. The FFD approach to
layout optimization shows a lot of promise in identifying a globally optimal solution.
However, more research is needed in the use of design of experiments methodology for
topology optimization, which appears to be a novel idea. The response surface models
used in this study were not the most efficient at describing the extreme design points and
several hundred exact analyses must be performed in order to insure the globally optimal
solution has been obtained. The development or application of an existing design of
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experiments technique that adequately describes these extreme points needs to be
explored.
Also, the pseudo-topology method inherently imposes a mass penalty on the result
through the mass fraction constraint. The composite objective function in the FFD
problem brings mass into the formulation, but the choice of the ratio used was based on
previous LCCM optimization results. A more precise determination of its impact should
be explored based.
There are several design parameters that need further investigation. All of the
applications presented in this study only take into account a single, critical loading
condition. The impact of adding multiple loading conditions should be explored, as well
as alternative design criteria such as damage tolerance and residual strength.
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